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"With Malice toward None, wkh Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
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Propaganda

marks
This issue of the
of
birthday.
history
The
its 15th
to
known
the early days is well
them
those who participated in
and ia of little interest to those
who did not. The files were des
troyed in the fire of last year and
the history was thus lost along
with most of the history of
humanity since time began.
The struggles of the Homesteader class, which made this
Mesa a prosperous agricultural
country are past and could be of
no use if the record had been .pre
served. In fact much of the
truly important activities were
Unrecorded, and this is true still.
As Historian for this town and
community, we feel, probably
more keenly than any one else
the inadequacy of the weekly paper to record the important events
and its weakness for recording
minor events that might have
been omitted. Still we are encouraged by comparison with
other local papers and, like the
Publican - we are thankful that
we are no worse than they.
Our record in the past is well
known to most of our readers,
for the future we will promise
you the best there is in us, not
relying on the experience of the
past for we are convinced much
of what we have learned is useless, but we shall keep a sharp
look out ahead and around us
and try to keep up as nearly as
possible to date with these fast
moving times.
May we be able to record before theend of this volume, the
establishment of a World Peace,
on a scale never before attempted by mortal man and may the

You are hereby notified that
the registration of Germarfalien
enemies is fixed to commence at
6 A. M. on February 4th. 1918
and continue on each day successively thereafter between the
hours of '6 A. M. and 8 P. M,
up to and including the 9th day
of February 1918, at 8 P. M,
"Persons required to register";
All natives, citizens, denizens ór
subjects of the German Empire,
being male of the age of 14 years
and upwards, who are within the
United States and sot actually
naturalized as American citizens,
are required to register to Alien
enemies. Your local postmaster

,.

S--

present exponents of the téach-ing- s
of the Prince of Peace, be
guided aright by the Light that
has steadily shone for 1918 years
from that famous mountain in
The Holy land.

Henry Campbell and family
left Monday for his old home at
Manchester, Kentucky. Henry
sold his farm recently to Mr.
Pint and last Saturday had a sale
and sold his chattels. He has a
field of wheat which he promises
to return and harvest next summer and buy another farm with
the proceeds. We hope he will
be able to do just that. He will
and
continue to read the
keep in touch with Roy and his
"
friends here.
S--

J. F. Arnett, left Wednesday
for Colorado to look for a location or a position of some kind to
suit him. J. F. is a clever sort
and will doubtless locate something worth while. He can get
the strongest kind of endorsement from his host of friends in

3

an Assistant Registrar

"Tag-Your-Shov- el

practically every coal shovel in
the country by the school children. These tags will act as a
constant reminder to us 3 coal
carefully.
The Military Entertainment
Council of the counties of San
Miguel and Mora .through Atty.
C, W. G. Ward, of Las Vegas
has organized an effort to sell
"Smilage Books" for the entertainment of the soldiers in training camps and thus relieve the
monotony of camp life for them.
The amt to be sold in this end
of Mora County is $300. and have
appointed C. L. Wensell, G.'Kit.
chell and Irvin Ogden, as directors for this end, The books will
be placed on sale as soon as received.
The time far Soldiers and Sailors insurence expires Feb. 12th
and a million fighting men are
still unprotected by insurance.
It is urged by Walter M. Dan-bu- rg,
of the State Council of Defense, that relatives of soldiers
be urged to urge it upon the soldier boys to attend to their insurance as well as to allotments for
dependents and Government aid
for their dependents. Do this at
once for their good as well as
your own protection.

Information has reached us to
the effect that a certain organization which is in opposition to the
purposes of this country and the
best interests of its people in the
prosecution of the war against
the enemy nations has planned
this winter to use concentrated

.

death

S-- A

there.

dry-farm-

January 30th, 1918, has been
designated by the United States
Fuel Administration as national
Day".
On this day tags representing
a shovel and bearing suggestions
for saving coal are to be tied to

.

Holmes, and little
duughter went to Dawson this
week where Bob has been working for the past month. They
wiir try living there for a time
to be sent
and direct their

Rev. W. C. Heaton, has established a new championship records as a jackrabbit hunter with
24 rabbits in two hours and he
had to learn the intricacies of an
Automatic shotgun and how to
shoot it besides.
Rev. Heaton and the
editor
drove out to the latter's farm
eight miles, leaving town v after
one o'clock P. M. visited friends
along the way and were back to
town before five with 36 big
jack?. It was a very interesting
hunting trip and the two hours
spent afield were exciting and
busy ones. We hunted in a patch
of russian thistles, on a high hill
and all the rabbits from the
whole country seemed to have
congregated there, and the number we killed was only a fraction
of these we saw. A dozen would
hop out at a time and run away
while we were getting some of
them.
h
Rev, Heaton is a
sportsman and administered the
"Hardware" effectually. He has
already spoken for Geo, Ray's
gun to go again at the first opportunity. Floyd Iyey's record
of 19 in a day was the best previous to this hunt but some one
will have to go some to beat the
retalitory measures.
preacher's score. No the editor
'
State Senator Smith of Clayton, didn't get so many.
is reported to have purchased
the Mosquero Sun, and will come Vincent K. Jones, of Las Vethere to edit it with a good pros- gas, a son of Senator A. A. Jones
pect of sufficient patronage to and a Civil Engineer, is here
make it a good Demecratic paper looking over the preliminaries of
We trust this is true and shall a water supply for Roy, His
welcomejhim most cordially.
findings will have a bearing on
Henry Stone was in Monday the question of bonds for Water
and remembered us with a gen- works which may be presented
erous payment on the
Mrs. for a vote next April,
"

for

-

Mrs! W. R.

The fact still remains that the
of New Mexico
Constitution
plainly declares that farm land
shall not be taxed at a higher
rate than similar land that is not
farmed but- - - It is also a fact
is
in Mora County a
compelled to pay three times the
of prairie
assessed valuation
grass land for every foot he has
plowed up. It is true the farmer
gets $10. to $50. an acre more out
of cultivated land some years
than the grass is worth but, why
have aconstution if it Í3 to be
ignored utterly. Some people
believe Mora County is the only
one where this violation of the
Constitution is practiced but we
dont know about that. Anyway
it is not hard to see that some
persons who are not friendly to
to the influx of modern civilization
into New Mexico are at the bottom of this as well as many other
reactionary and obstructive measures that have made it difficult
for the dry farmer. That he is
making headway in spite of them
is the surest proof that he will
soon be in charge of affairs in
New Mexico and the obstructionists may prepare to take to the
canyons and hills and lie will be
lucky if he is not subjected to

your district and will attend to
the details of the registration.
Very respectfully,
James L Seligman.
Chief registrar for N. M.

.
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A Fable

Chautauqua

-

lye and roach powder for killing
or injuring cattle and hogs in
yards and feed pens.
There are many bright spots
It is sajd that lye on rock salt
along the way of an editor. One
causes mouth sores, ulcers in the
of them for us was the receipt this stomach and also
rots the feet of
week of a remittance on sub- stock, producing
a condition simscription from Ottis Stephenson
ilar to that of "foot and mouth
of Rose Hill, Iowa, who has read disease".
our paper all the time that we It is suggested also that the
have been an editor.
organization in question proposes
Sixteen years is quite a while to use
muriatic and nitric acids in
and proves him a friend you can food fed to hogs, causing ulceratie to
tion of the stomach and
unRoy.-

Satuiíday.

Unconstutibnal Champ'n Hunter

15th Birthday

o-

.

New Mexico.

der conditions closely resembling
hog cholera.
All persons should take necessary precautions to guard their
stock against these possible at-

tempts.
New Mexico Wool Grower's
Association.

Dog Tags are now on hand and
George Hutchinson remembers
Village
Marshall Grunig had
us with a generous payment on
you a tag than shoot
sell
rather
subscription which convinces us
dog
your
will have to do one
'
but
he still remembers friends here.
or the other very soon.

er
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sure-enoug-

"
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Stone is still unable tobe up and
improves veryjjlowjy.
',

Misr Marion Misner. pf. Mills,
was a guest of Miss Avis Wilson
. Abe Slusher has been seriously in Roy Sunday.
She Í3 a charmill with grip. Dr. Gibbs went ing young lady and seems very
out with Jim Christman Monday popular with the younger set in
and started him on the road to Roy.
recovery, The snow was so deep
part of the way that it took them The fact that the payment of
an hour to drive 14 miles which Poll Tax for the benefit of the
is not Jim's usual gait.
Public Schools ha3 not been
urged upon you especially is no
George Cable returned Sunday indication that it niust not be
from White Signal, N. M. where paid or that it is not needed by
he has been for the last few the schools. J. L. Swaim, Secremonths- - He reports a warm dry tary of the School Board,, is
winter there but considerable ready, willing and anxious to
snow. He will remain here in issue you a receipt for the $1.
future,
any time you will eall on him at
the Roy Trading Co. warehouse
Alberto Branch and Earnest where he is employed. Paying
Anderson left Monday for El your Poll Tax is a patriotic duty
Paso where they made applica- - just as much as any of the war
to enlist in the Navy. They paid activities and must not be negtheir fare to Tucumcari and lected. It is more expensive if
would be taken on by the Govern these accounts are left with the
ment there.
Justice of the Peace for collectThe boys have long been anxi- ion and it is the secretary's duty
ous to get into the service and to sue on these accounts if they
this is their first opportunity. are not paid. Make it a special
Their friends all wish them suc- errand next time you are up
cess in getting in where they will town to call at the old wool
learn much as well as be useful. house and pay your dollar to the
Secretary,
It is now "Lieutenant" Sale.
Tho's. McGrath, of Mills has
Dr. A. O. Sale recieved his commission as a First Lieutenant in started in the business of buythe Medical Reserve Corps of ing Dry Bones and old rubber.
the U. S. Army, Sunday. He is He will pay the highest market
hoping that he may not be called price for clean, dry bones or old
to the service for a time at. least rubber of any kind, especially
as his presence here is most nec- Automobile tires, delivered at
essary but is ready if needs must Mills. Tom figures that, as.the
law will soon put
and is of the age to not only be "Bone-drye
useful in the service but to make out of the saloon business,
business the best place to
the most of what he" learns
which will be more than any light on his feet.
college can teach.
Carlos Branch has accepted
the
position of salesman at the
The announcement,
of the
Floersheim
Mercantile Co. store
death of Enrique Sosa, Sr. editor
made
by his brother
vacant
of El Eco Del Norte, at Mora
Alberto,
went
to the Navy
who
reaches us as a shock, He. was
Monday.
Carlos
recently
resigned
a good sort and we enjoyed his
similar
position
a
with the Roy
acquaintance.
His dealh occurTrading
Co.
and has long been
red Jan. 13th at Mora. Our profound sympathy is extended to one of the most efficient and
popular salesman in Roy.
the bereaved wife and sons.
,

-
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The Commission on Training
Now when the warriors had
been assembled in their camps, Camp Activities has called upon
the irood women who cared not the Chautauqua Committies of
for publicity and the light oft the cities and towns of America
lime, brought forth knkting tobe instrumental in heading a
needles and did weave all manner drive for the raising of 1 000 000
dollars. It 3 theretore up to Roy
of warm sweaters and socks.
O thers who k n i t ted not, fash since we have Chautauqua Com
ioned swell knitting bags and mittee. Remember the date Mon
spent their time stalling around day eve at
Jan. 28th at th
Community Hall. At this time
with them in public places.
The dame who labored, with there will be a regular meeting
her brain because she was. too of the Commitee of the utmost
busy to knit, straightway pro- importance. A meeting was held
claimed wheatless, meatless and at the Roy Trust and Savinirs
i otherless days in abundance.
Bank Wednesday eve Jan. 16th at
But of moneyless days there which time temDorarv officers
was already a pleutif ul sufficiency were elected and urgent business
She who pimply could not live transacted, The question was
without gum proclaimed a smoke raisedfabout continuing the Chauless day to provide gum for the tauqua for the coming year bewarriors;
cause of war times. The concluWhile the smoker proposed a sion was reached that
gumless day to provide makin's, as other cities and towns were
and a lot of other funny, foolish, spending as much each week of
and in some cases idiotic things year for motion pictures as the;
were done in the name of Pa- chautauqua would cost us for one
week, that we were justified in
triotism.
But verily, they have their re- setting afjart one week for a
ward, for out of mistakes comes chautauqua. Therefore it was una knowledge of the truth, and in animously agreed to go ahead.
the end civilization will have
It was also voted to raise 30
climbed over its errors and per cent of the subscription to be
follies and weaknesses and even paid on the initial payment of
selfishness will have been made a our contract. Below is a list of
stepping-ston- e
to higher thoughts the names of those who subscriband nobler lives and out of our ed for the chautauqua for this,
weaknestes will come forth year and the amount subscribed..
strength for the greater days These parties are the members
of the chautauqua committee.
that are almost here,
Floersheim Mer. Co.
$20.00
Harrison Cox, mail carrier at Roy Trading Co,
20.00
Mosquero, came to Roy Wednes- Roy Trust and Svg's Bank 20.00
day evening and started on the A. Bacharach
10.00
route to "Jericho" with the I. 0. F. S. Brown
10.00
O. F. lodge here. He has no in- C. C. Belknap
tention of trying for a mail route A. L. Hofer
10.00
that way and if he hás they will M, D. Gibbs
10.C0
change his mind before he wears J. Floersheim
10. 0O
the "Roal Purple' .
,
J.'F. Arneit
10.0a
Two more candidates are to be Dr. C. Plumlee
10.00
initiated next Wednesday night R. A. Price
5.00
and the entertainment committee Roy Telephone Co.
5.O0
promises a feed of some kind on W. II. Baum
5.00
that occasion when all members G. B, Hall
5.00
should be present.
J. E. Russell
5,00
After Lodge the new N. G. J. S. Russel
5.00
Chas. Peare, took the lodge to W. G. Johnson
5.00
lunch at Jno. Gibson's new lunch G. Kitchell
5.00
room.
W. H. Willcox
5.00
Frank L. Schultz 5,00
Two trains of empty cars were E. J. Floersheim
5.00
stranded in Roy Sunday night, the L. M. Wagner
5.00
engines being disabled and limp- G. R. Abernathy
4.00
ing in to the shop for repairs the J. Appel
3. CO
two trains blocked more than a F. A.' Bruce
2.00
mile of the main line till noon A, S. Hanson
2.00
next day and the polly trains had G. A. Smith
2.00
a time getting by them. The O. W. Hearn
2.00
cause given for it is that the Sam Strong
2.00
overload ordered by the Governby order of the Committee.
ment administiation was too
Signed O. W. Hearn.
much for the engines and the (Note The
name of Irvin Ogden
strain and heavy firing put them is included in the
committee as
out of business before they could he
contributes
heavily in
make the run.
0

10-0- 0

.

Moral - Good intentions are
not as efficient as technical knowledge in running a railroad.
Dr. Plumlee is getting tired of
being "Santaclaus" to the parties who recently stole a quarter
of beef from his storehouse &t
the hospital and Tuesday nfclt
got a dozen rabbits he had dresr-- i
ed and put out to freeze. These
parties should receive a dose of
hardware administered with a
shot gun. Sneak thieves are so
common they are encouraged
rather thas suppressed.

Dry-bon-

.

printing)

--

The rules far the big rabbit
drive at the Brand School are as
follows
Meet at 10 A. M. at any point
2 miles from the Schoolhouse and
join in the drive to the center.
On arriving there the ladies will
have dinner ready for all who
take part and the rabbits will be
counted and a good time enjoyed
All are invited, bring your pun
and be careful how ycu shoet.
COMMITTEE.
--

Mrs. Juan Jose Rodriguez re
ceived notice this week that her
son, Jacobo, who is in training
camp at Camp Kearney, has ar
ranged for her support as his de- pendent and that she will recMve
from his wages and from Government support $30. per month in
future. His Captain writes that
she will receive two months back
pay very shortly and then regular
monthly allowance. This is the
kind of national philanthropy
that reaches the right place in
the right way.
.

Senater A. B. Fall, announces
that he has the regular quota of
farm seeds for distribution to all
who will write him personally
and ask for them.
Mrs. D. Ella Romine,

for many
years Primary teacher in the
Roy Schools, has indicated her
intention to still read of her old
friends here at her home in
Cherry vale Kansas.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Is What' broken clothrs had been exchanged for
and leg
us when worklne khaki, with
the first of the missing mlnlug-clalgings, and the campaign hat of the en
owners began to shout at us."
gineers. Though he had been less man
"Sturbuck has a long head, and what a month on the Job. he was already be
he doesn't know about mining claims In ginning to tan and toughen under the
this part of the country wouldn't Oil a healthy outdoor work to rougnen, as
very big book. I remember he said wpII hln Inte fellow members of the
there had never been any prospecting Lawrencevllle Cotillon club might have
done in the upper TImanyonI gulches, said, since he had fought three pitched,
and now you'd think half the people In battles with as many of the camp bul
the United States had been nosing Moa anil hnri In each of them proved
around up there with a pick and shovel himself a man of his hands who could
at one time or another. But It was a not onlv take punishment, but could
thing that Starbuck told me no longer hammer an opponent swiftly and neatago than yesterday that set me to ly into any desired state of subjection.
thinking," Baldwin went on. "As you
"Come In here and sit down ; I want
know, the old Escalante Spanish grant to tulk to you," was the way Williams
corners over In the western part of this begnn It; and after Smith had found
park. When the old grants were made, a chair the chief went on : "Say, Smith,
they were ruled off on the map with you're too good a man for anything I've
out reference to mountain ranges or got for you here. Haven't you realized

fort loull remember that
Billy Sturbuck tried to tell

The Real Man
By FRANCIS LYNDE
V'

Copnlsht by Cbu. Scribcer"! Sooa)

J. MONTAGUE SMITH, LATE OF LAWRENCEVILLE, DISCOVERS THAT AS "JOHN. SMITH"

A

CONSTRUCTION CAMP

WORKER, HE CAN'T CONCEAL HIS PAST LIFE

SynoptN
J. Montague Smith, cashier of the Lawrencevllle Bank
and Trust company, bachelor society leader engaged to marry Verda
IUchlander, heiress, Is wrongfully accused of dishonesty by Watrous
Dunham, his employer, and urged to be a scapegoat for the crooked
accuser. Smith strikes Dunham, leaves him for dead and flees the
state. lie turns up a tramp some time later at an irrigation dum construction camp In the Rocky mountains and as John Smith gets a rough
Job.

CHAPTER IV

Continued.

"I'm afraid he'd have to loosen up
on his record a little before we could
bring him In here. Badly as we're
needing a money man, we can hardly
afford to put a 'John Smith' Into the
saddle at least not without knowing
what his other name used to be."
"No; of course not. I guess, after
11, he's only a lame duck,' like a good
many of the rest of them. Day before
yesterday, Burdell, the deputy sheriff,
was out at the camp looking the gangs
oyer for the fellow who broke Into
Lannlgnn's place last Saturday night
When he came Into the office Smith
was busy with an estimate, and Bur
dell went up and touched htm on the
shoulder, just to let him know that It
was time to wake np. Suffering cats I
It took three of us to keep him from
breaking Burdell In two and throwing
hi in out of the window 1"
,
'That looks rather bad," was the
president's comment Col. Dexter Baldwin had been the first regularly elected sheriff of TImanyonI county In the
early days and be knew the symptoms.

ditches proving Inadequate for these,
Colonel Baldwin had formed
stock
company among his neighbors In the
grass lands and his friends In Brewster
for the building of a substantial dam
In the eastern hills. The project had
seemed simple enough In the beginning.
The stock was sold for cash and each
stockholder would be a participating
user of the water. Williams, who had
been a United States reclamation man
before he came to the TImanyonI, had
made careful estimates, and the stock
subscription provided money enough
to cover the cost of the dam and the
main ditch.
After some little bargaining, the
dam site and the overflow land for the
reservoir lake had been secured, and
the work was begun. Out of a clear
sky, however, came trouble and harass
ment. Allen holders of mining claims
In the. reservoir area turned up and

lace-boo- ts

other natural barriers,"

Williams nodded.
"Well, es I say, one corner of the Es
calante reaches over the Hophras and
out Into the park, coveting about eight
or ten square miles of the territory
Just beyond us on our side of the river.
Starbuck told me yesterday that a big
Eastern colonization company had got
a bill through congress alienating that

tract"
The chief of construction bounded
out 'of his chair and began to walk the
floor. "By George I" he said; and
again: "By George I That's what
we're up against, colonel I Where will
those fellows get the water for their
land? There is no site for a dam lower
down than ours, and, anyway, that land
lies too high to be watered by anyditch I"
thing but. a high-lin"Nice little brace game, isn't
growled Baldwin. "If we hadn't been
lot of hayseed amateurs, we might
have found out long ago that someone
was running In a cold deck on us.
What's your notion? Are we done up,
world without end?"
Williams' laugh was grim.
"What we need, colonel, Is to go out
on the street and yell for a doctor," he
said. "It's beginning to look as if we
bad acquired a pretty bad case of mae

Itr

lignant

strangle-Itls.-

"

Smith nulled a memorandum book
from his hlD. nocket and ran his eye
over the private record be had been
keeping.
"I've shown you how to effect a few
little savings which total up something
like 15 per cent of your cost of produc
-won i
tion and operation," ne sniu.
my
wages?"
enrnlng
you think I'm
"That's all rlíht: Fve been keeping
tab, too, and I know what you're doing. But you are not beginning to earn
what you ought to, either for yourself
or the company," put in tne cnier
up,
shrewdly. And then: "Loosen
Smith, and tell me something about
yourself. Who are you, and where do
you come from, and what sort of a Job
have you been holding down?"
Smith's reply was as surprising as it
was seemingly irrelevant.
"If vou're not too busy, Mr. Williams.
I guess you'd better make out my time- check," he sold quietly.
"I suDDOse by that you mean that
vou'll ault before you will consent to
open up on your record?" he assumed.
"You've sruessed It." said the man
who had sealed the book of his past
Acaln Williams took a little time, It
was discouraging to have his own and
the colonel's preflgurlngs as to Smith's
probable state and standing so prompt
ly verified.
"I suppose you know the plain Infer
ence you're leaving, when you say a
thing like that?"
Smith made the si in of assent. "It
leaves you entirely at liberty to finish

Gingham for Collar Sets.
One of the newest collar and cuff
ets Is checked gingham, cut on
tailored lines, without trimming of any
kind. Gingham has also been used
smart mannish vestee of striped
In
brown and white, made with a high collar and tailored black bow.

proof walking coats. These generally
boast of a big collar that will open or
close at will, and large pockets and
detachable belt and have the advantage over other similar coats of being
rainproof. They are carried but In
several attractive materials and are
sure to prove popular.

sure-enoug-
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Lamb Production.
Weatherproof Costs.
Grazing experts of the forest servFor the woman who must brave the
elementa end travel under rain as well ice estimate that the cost of producing
s shine, there are extremely smart lambs In the Northwestern states is
head.
njjdHs vhMi are known as weather- - SL3

pr

Dining Al Fresco.
The French people nearly all have
an outdoor place to eat either a dining room, breakfast room or a small
pavilion for serving tea. Nothing is
more cheerful than a sunny title
breakfast room furnished gayly, with
lots of plants and all the birds singing
while you eat

sertlon with a tiny ruffle of val
lace at the center. A plaited
jabot of voile is trimmed with
double rows of Insertion and edged
with lace to match, and the turnover
collar Is tucked and finished with lace
and Insertion. Grouped pin tucks are
used on both the front and the back of
this blouse.

Queer, Isn't It
Lace Trims Voile Blouses.
If you go out on the street afid whiswhich has as Its special feature a convertible high collar, tle for your dog, every man wltkff
has s vi rr narrow Test of fine val In-- hearing will turn agrao.
A voile blouse

lit

'

'

'

'

WINTER COW FEED

jisJ

1

.

hood ditches.
Later on came the
period, and after that, the utilization
areas. The small
of larcer

"Was Burdell wearing his star where
could be seen)"
The engineer nodded.
"What explanation did Smith make?"
"Oh, he apologized like a gentleman,
and said he was subject to little nervous attacks like that when anybody
touched him unexpectedly. He took
Burdell over to Pete Slmm'a shack saloon and bought him a drink. Perkins,
the timekeeper, says he's going to get
a megaphone so he can give due notice
In advance when he wants to call
Smith's attention".
The colonel pujled ont a drawer In
the desk, found bis box of diplomatic
cigars and passed It to the engineer,
good
h
saying: "Light up n
one, and tell me what you think Smith
has been doing back yonder In the
other country."
Williams took the cigar but he shied
at the conundrum.
"Ask me something easy," he said,
'Tve stacked np a few guesses, lie's
from the middle West as the Bible
says, his 'speech betrayeth' him and
he's had a good Job of some kind ; the
kind that required him to keep abreast
of things. If there's anything In looks,
you'd say he wasn't a thief or an embezzler, and yet It's pretty apparent
that he's been used to handling money
In chunks and making It work for Its
living. Tve put It up that there's a
woman In It. Perhaps the other fellow got In his way. or came np behind
him and touched him unerpectedly, or
something of that sort Anyway, I'm
not going to believe he's a crooked
crook until I have to."
Colonel Baldwin helped himself to
one of his own clgnrs, and the talk
went back to business. In the Irrigation project, Williams was a stockholder as well as chief of construction,
and Baldwin had more than once
found him a safe adviser. There was
need for counsel. The TImanyonI
Ditch company was In a rather hazard-ou- s
condition financially, and the president and Williams rarely met without
threshing
coming sooner or later to
out of the situation.
The difficulties were those which are
apt to confront a small and local enterprise when It Is so unfortunate as to
get In the way of larger undertakings.
Colonel Baldwin, and a group of bis
neighbors on the north side of the
river, were reformed cattlemen and
horse breeders. Instead of drifting
farther west in advance of the Incoming tide of population following the
coming of the railroad, they had
availed themselves of their homestead
rights and had taken np much of the
grass land In the favorable valleys, Irrigating it at first with water taken
out t)f the river In private or neighbor

IS SUPERIOR

thatr

Baldwin ran his fingers through his
hair and admitted that he had lost his
sense of humor.
"This Eastern crowd is trying to
freeze us out, to get our dam and reser
demanded damages. Some few home voir and ditch rights for their Esca
steaders who had promised to sign lante scheme. When they do, they'll
quitclaims changed their minds and turn around and sell us water at fifty out the story to suit yourself," he ad
sued for relief, and after the work was dollars an Inch, or something like mitted, adding: "The back numbers
well under way It appeared that there thotl"
my back numbers ore my own, Mr.
was cloud on the title of the dam site
I've kept a file of them, as
Williams.
we
my
is
that
heart
"What breaks
Itself. All of these clashlngs were car- haven't been able to surround the
everybody does, but I don't have to
h
ried Into court, and the rancher profact while there was still time produce it on request"
moters found themselves confronting to do something," lamented the
"Of course, there's nothing compul
Invisible enemies and obstacle-raiser- s
man. "The first thing we sory about your producing it. But unat every turn.
know, Stanton will own a majority of less you are what they call in this
"We've got to go In deeper, colonel ; the stock and be voting us all out of country a 'crooked' crook, you are
there Is nothing else to do," was the a job. Ton'll have to come around to Rtnndlntr in vour own light You have
engineer's summing np of the matter at my suggestion, after all, and advertise such a staving good bead for figures
the close of the conference. "The snow for a doctor." It was said of the chief and finances that it seems a piry ror
la melting pretty rapidly on the range
of construction that he would have you to be wasting It here on an undernow, and when we, get the June'rlse
Any
and, as fol graduate's job in
joked on his death-bewell stand to lose everything we hove lower for the Joke, he added: "Why young fellow Just out of a technical
If we can't keep every wheel turning
don't you call Smith in and give him school could do what you're doing in
to get ready for the high water.'
the way of paring down expenses."
the job?"
Baldwin was holding his cigar besmile was mildly
"You don't really mean that Wil
The
tween his fingers and scowling at it as liams, do you?" growled the colonel.
Incredulous.
If It had mortally offended him.
"No, I didn't mean it when I said It,
"Nobody seemed to be doing it be
"Assessments on the stock, yon was the engineer's admission; "I was fore t came," he offered.
mean?" he said. "I'm afraid our crowd only trying to get a rise out of you. But
"No," Williams allowed, "that's the
won't stand for that A good part of It really, colonel, on second thought, I fact To tell the Dlaln truth, we've had
Is ready to He down in the harness don't know but it is worth considering.
bigger things to wrestle with ; and we
right now,
As I say, Smith seems to know the have them yet, for that matter enougn
"How about a bond Issuer asked money game from start to finish. What of them to go all around the job twice
the engineer.
Is better still, lie Is a fighter from the and tie in a bowknot."
"What do we, or any of us, know word go what you might call a Joyous
"FinAnces?" Queried Smith, feeling
about bond Issuest Why, we knew fighter. Suppose you drive out tomor- some of the
instincts stirbarely enough about the business at row or next day and pry into him a ring within him.
'
the start to chip In together and buy us little."
The chief engineer nodded : then he
had relapsed
The rancher-presidea chnrter and go to work on a plan a
up with a twinkle In bis closely
looked
discourslough
of
little bit bigger than the neighborhood once more Into the
not crflv eves. "If you'll tell me why
ditch Idea. You couldn't float bonds In agement
you tried to kill Burdell the other day,
TImanyonI Park, and we're none of us
"You are merely grabbing for hand- maybe
I'll open up tne record our
ago.
go
to
minute
foxy enough
East and float 'em." holds, Bartley as I was a
for you."
record
"I guess that's right, too," admitted We are In a bad row of stumps when
smile was
the
time
This
"Besides, with the stock we can sit here and talk seriously
Williams.
derisive, and It Ignored
young
and
hobo
a
gone off the way It has, It would take about roping down
reference to Burdell.
a mighty
financial sharp to putting him Into the financial harness. the
"Yon don't have to open up your
Let's go around to Frascatl's and eat
sell bonds."
me; it's the talk of the
"What's that?" demanded the prest before you go back to camp. It's bread-tim- record for people are undercapitalYou
enmp.
anyway."
dent. "Who's been selling any stock?"
to boll it down into one word.
"Buck Gardner, for one; and that
The chief of construction said no ized
about the way it sizes up?"
that
Isn't
at
suggestion
the
joking
up
man Boiling,
at the head of Little more about his
the way It has turnea out;
is
"That
walking
creek, for another. Maxwell, the rail moment, but when they were
though we had capital enough to begin
road superintendent, told me about It, around the square to the Brewster
to death by
he went back to the dropped with. We've been bled
and he says that the price offered, and
damage
suits."
saying:
thirty-nine."
subject In all seriousness,
accepted, was
Smith shook his head. "Why haven't
"Dnd burn a cuss with a yellow "Just the some, I wish you could know
s
attorney, Mr.
you
hired a
np
have.
I
as
I
him
size
Smith
and
I"
rasped the Missouri
streak In him
Williams?"
way,
some
believing,
that
help
colonel. "We had a fair and square can't
"We've had the best we could find,
agreement among ourselves that If any he's all to the good."
but the other fellows have beaten us
body got scared he was to give the rest
to it, every time. But the legal end of
CHAPTER V.
of us a chance to buy hlra out Who
It hasn't been the whole thing or the
bought from these welshers?"
biggest part of It What we are needSpecialist
The
know
"Maxwell didn't
that He said
ing most Is a man who knows a little
calling
an
In
of
matter
Though
the
It was done through KInzle's bank,
corporation fights and
From what I've heard on the outside, expert doctor of finance to diagnose something about
the engiTm Inclined to suspect that Crawford the alarming symptoms in TImanyonI high finance." And at this
real
disabilities,
Smith
forgot
the
neer
In
indeterminate
the
loft
been
ditch
bad
Stanton was the buyer."
e
talk between Colonel Baldwin and hlm or inferential, and went on to explain
man?"
"Stanton, the
self, Williams did not let It go entirely in detail the peculiar helplessness of
"The sime."
by default. On the day following the the TImanyonI company as the antagpresident
thought
Again the
stared
Brewster office conference the engineer onist of the as yet unnamed land and
fully at the glowing end of his cigar.
"There's another of the confounded sent for Smith, who was checking the Irrigation trust
mysteries," he growled. VWho Is Craw- output of the crushers at the quarry,
ford Stanton, and what Is he here for? and a little Inter the "betterment" man
Some real opportunities come
I know what he advertises, but every- presented himself at the door of the
to "John Smith," but the fear
shack which served as
body In Brewster knows that he hasn't corrugated-iroof detection and capture worries
made a living dollar in real estate a field office for the chief.
him deeply. 8ome big developover
Williams looked the
since he came here last summer. WU
ments are given In the next InHams, do yon know, I'm beginning to as he stood in the doorway. Smith was
stallment
suspect that there Is a mighty big thriving and expanding handsomely In
the new environment He bad let his
nigger In our little wood pile?"
"You mean that all these stubborn beard grow and It was now long enough
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
holdups have been bought and paid to be trimmed to a point The travel

it

SILAGE
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SPLENDID TYPE OF JERSEY COW FOR DAIRY.
(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.
Silage Is a splendid winter feed par
ticularly adapted for dairy cows. In
many sections 'silage has come to be
the dairy farm's main reliance for
cows, for it is the best and cheapest
substitute for fresh grass. While the
real food and nutritive value of silage
s
of its
Is not great about
total weight being water, it is succuthree-fourth-

lent and palatable. It contains a large
amount of carbohydrates in proportion
to the protein and will give best results when fed with some other feed
richer In dry matter and in protein.
As a feed containing a large amount of
water In the form of natural plant
Juices, It Is easily digested and serves
the useful purpose of keeping the
whole system of the animal in good
animal Is rare
condition. A sllage-fely troubled with digestive disturbances,
the coat is noticeably sleek and soft,
and the skin Is pliable. No rough feed
is more palatable than good corn silage,
which Is of great Importance in feeding dairy cattle as it induces a large
consumption and stimulates the secre
tion of digestive Juices.
d

fore milking the silage odors may pass
through the cow's body Into the milk.
Besides, the milk may receive some
taints directly from the stable air. On
the other hand, if feeding is done subsequent to milking, the volatile silage
odors will have been thrown off before
the next milking hour. Silage lb usually fed twice a day.
Many objections have been made tal
the feeding of silage, some condenser-le- s
even refusing to let their patrons
use it These objections are becoming
less common, since milk from cows fe
silage In a proper manner Is In no wa
impaired; furthermore there is nothing about silage that will Impair the.
health of the animals.
Feeding Froxen 8ilage.
Frozen silage must be thawed before,
feeding. If it Is then given Immediately to the cows before decompose
tlon sets In no harm will result from
feeding this kind of silage ; neither Is

the nutritive value known to
changed in any way.

be.

USEFUL WHEELED PIG CHUTE

Handy Loading Device Can Be Pul
Feeding Leguminous Hay.
Together by Aid of Pair of
Leguminous hay such as clover, cow
Old Mower Wheels.
peas or alfalfa should be fed in combi
nation with silage. These will tend to
Get a couple of old mower wheels
correct the deficiencies of the silage In or other strong wheels that will stand
dry mntter, protein and mineral con up under the load of the weight of a
stituents. A ration of silage and, say, few hundred pounds of live hogs. Ott
alfalfa hay alone is satisfactory, however, only for cows which are dry or
giving only a small amount of milk and
for belfers and bulls. Cows in full
milk require some concentrated feed
in addition to hay and silage, as they
cannot consume enough of these feeds
to keep up a large flow of milk and
maintain body weight

Amount to Feed.
The amount of silage to feed a cow
Will depend upon the capacity of the
animal to consume feed. She should
be fed as much as she will clean up
without waste when consuming It
with her hoy and grain; Raise or low
er the amount until the proper quantity is ascertained. Generally speaking,
a good cow should be fed just short of
the limit of her appetite. If she refuses any of her feed It should be reduced at once. The small breeds will
eat 25 or 80 pounds per day ; the large
breeds 40 or more; and the medium- sized ones amounts varying between.
Rations.
Ironclad directions for feeding cows
cannot be given. In general, however,
they should be supplied with all the
roughage they will clean up with grain
In proportion to butterfat produced.
The hay will ordinarily range between
5 and 12 pounds per cow per day when
fed in connection with silage. For Hol- stelns 1 pound of concentrates for each
4 pounds of milk produced will prove
about right. For Jerseys 1 pound for
each 3 pounds of milk or less will come
nearer meeting the requirements. The
grain for other breeds will vary between these two according to the quality of milk produced. A good rule is
to feed seven times as much grain as
there is butterfat produced.
The following rations have been
found satisfactory:
d
cow yielding 40
For a
pounds of milk testing 3.5 per cent:
1,300-poun-

Wheeled Pig Chute.

j

these wheels build a hog chute, such as
Is shown here, and you will always
have a handy loading device and one,
that can be pulled around over the;
place wherever It Is needed. This 14
better than building a permanent loadi
lng chute near the bog lots, as the
permanent chute may be some distance!
from the pens where the hogs are to
be loaded. If so, the wheeled chute
can be pulled over and set In place ana
the wagons backed into place to re
celve the load.

,

FEED FOWLS SPROUTED OATS
Enables Farmer to Reduce Grain Ra
Influence
tlon About
Laying of Hens.
One-Thir- d

,

Giving the hens once a day all thd
sprouted oats they want to eat, whlcn
is about a square Inch of sprouts, grald
and roots, enables one to reduce the
grain ration about
and there
by effecting a saving In
grain. Oát sprouts can be produced at
about 20 to 25 cents per bushel, while
the price of wheat Is about $2.20 per
bushel.
It Is also remarkable how
sprouted oats Influence the laying of
the hens. A change in this respect can
be noticed within a few days after
sprouted oats have been fed.
one-thir- d

high-price-

Pounds.
0

Sllatre
Clover, cowpea,

Grain mixture

For

the

or alfalfa bay
same

pounds of 3.5

cow

10

yielding

20

per cent milk :
Pounds.

Bllage
Clover, cowpea,

or alfalfa hay

INDICATES GOOD LAYING HEN

I.. ..10

...

40

Large Bright Red Comb Is Character
Istlo of Best Producers
Notice
the Black Minorca.

t

6
One of the characteristics of a good
cow yielding 30 laying hen is a large comb. The
For a
pounds of 5 per cent milk :
used to say, "the bigger the
Pounds. comb, the better the layer," and there
so

Drain mixture

.

900-poun-d

Bllage
Clover, cowpea, or alfalfa

old-time-rs

is a great deal of truth in It Notice
the large comb of the black Minorca,
For the same cow yielding 15 pounds one of our very best layers, and the
layer of the largest egg of any breed,
of 5 per cent milk :
Pounds. Notice the large combs of the Leghorns,
80
Bllage
of
Put It down as
8 the best
Clover, cowpea, or alfalfa hay
an axiom of truth that a hen with a
Qraln mixture
A good grain mixture to be used In a large comb, and a bright red comb, a
ration which includes silage and some a good layer.
sort of leguminous hay Is composed
of:
CULL OUT UNDESIRABLE COWS
Parts.
Corn chop
Cost of Production Points
8 Increased
Wheat bran
1
Out Advisability of Weeding
Linseed oil 'meal or cottonseed meal
In case the hay used Is not of this
Out All Boarders.
kind some of the corn chop may be reWith the Increased cost of producplaced by linseed or cottonseed meal.
In many Instances brewers dried tion this seems to be the time to weed
grains or crushed onts moy be profita- out the boarder cows in the herd. Thé
bly substituted for the bran, and often- meat value of the dairy animal now Is
times gluten products can be used to closer to the dairy value than ever
advantage in place of bran or oil meals. before, and consequently It Is possible
to weed out the poor cows and reTime to Feed.
The time to feed silage is directly place them with profitable producers
after milking or at least several hours with less cih outlay than ever
before milking. If fed immediately be
Oraln mixture

hay

.....10

11

egg-layer- s.
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The Heads of Canada's Western
Provinces, and Their
Message.
The United Slates havlnir been In
the great world's war for about nine
months, the touch of war's spirit has
permeated the great commonwealth,
and in every hamlet and district is felt
and shown the interest that was to be
expected from a people whose love of
liberty and Justice rises supreme to all
else.
Day by day their appreciation
of what it means to give up now for
the future happiness of themselves
and the generations that follow grows
greater and greater.
There will be
lUHst'a oí jovea ones, out tnere win oe
to badge of mourning to indicate the
great Sorrow that Will be felt. It Is
teallised that the sacrifice Is the1 toll

that 1. rlomnnrW
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at the present time, these conditions are a source of great gratification
HALL MARKS
to our people, and no doubt will be to
Canada as a whole taking Into consideration the fact that Alberta forms no
small part of the granary to which the Hieroglyphics Stamped on Gold
Empire at present looks as the source
and Silver in 1300.
of Its food supply." Advertisement.
Ince

FIRST

Camouflage.
mucn care about the way
Josh's clothes looked down to camp,"
commented Fanner Corntossel.
"Ilusn't he his regular uniform?"
"Not yet. If they're Boina to keen
him dressed that way in hopes of de
ceiving the enemy into thlnklne he's
Just an obscure peasant or something,
what I say Is' that it's carrying this
new kermoofllng idea too furl

i aiunt
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"Cold In the Head"
atUnb t Uu1 Sl
4

aa

torn

who

ar subject to freauent "mM.
the Blood

Rer?"íe5tií.eJ?

tB wcold.

J""

o enromo twarrn,
CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak
n Internally and anta through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
All Druggists 760. Testimoníala free.
tlOO.OO for any case of catarrh
that
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will not
eure.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Sure Enough Poetry.
you've read

"Of course,
speare?"

FOR

SWAHP-ROO- T

Having already contributed 400,000
soldiers, Canada was recently asked to
approve of sending another 100,000,
.With a sweeping majority, consent was

a.

Shake

"Yes," replied Farmer Corntossel. "I
read him a little once In a while. But
somehow I've lost my taste for poetry
and such since my boy went to the
war. A page or two In Josh's own
handwriting somehow beats all the
Hamlet's soliloquy and Marc Anton
orations that was ever written."

000,000.

given.
How the war affects Canada Is best
shown by the willingness of the people
to contribute. They, too, realize the
great and noble part they are taking
,.
f
mt
1LI.
ai i mey
una great conmci.
are a unit
pn maamg tne world neuer. unnaaa s
wealth was never shown to better ad- -

-

m'

Iieaa

Is preparation and willingness to sac
rifice until the goal the defeat and
downfall of despotism Is assured,
When the people look back, and see
What Canada has done, and learn that
.Canada today is bigger and better than
;ever, they will take heart, and with la
creaslngly growing vigor carry on with
a greater courage. Canada has been
Jn the war for three and a half years,
She has sent 400,000 out of a popula
tion of eight million, she has subscribed to Victory Bonds over and
Over ncnln nnrl thprA In nn unund nf n
whimper. At each demand that is
made upon her resources, she meets It,
hnd gets reads for the next. Recently
her people were asked to subscribe
300,000,000.
She handed over $400,.

p
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build up the System, cleans

KIDNEY AILMENTS

I

There is only one medicine that reallv
stands out
si a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver
and bladder.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamn-Rnn- t
tin4 IV..
Vi.8. rüí01 tlu,t ') j1? P

fíw
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a""
sands upon thousands of distressing cases
t,
bwamp-Koophysician's prescription for
"Peciai aireases, makes friends quickly
immediate effect is

Oulld Formed In Early Day to Pro
tect the Buyer In the Matter of
Purity of Metal.

What are the strange hieroglyphics
stamped on the back of sliver articles
In England, and what do these marks
tlgnlfy? This Is a question which has
often puzzled the Inquisitive, A tedi
ous and technical subject, you say.
On the contrary, a most absorbing and
appealing one. Bead here what an ex
pert in the matter of these markings
has to say, and be convinced.
"The first hall mark was used in
Paris in 1300. It was employed for
both gold and silver, principally the
former.
Some goldsmiths had been
underselling others and as there was
no difference in labor or perfection
of detail, It was obvious that much
Inferior metal was being used. So
guild was founded to protect the buyer in the matter of purity of metal.
The guild specified the 'Paris touch,'
whldi meant that a certain standard
of metal was to be maintained.
"About 1327 a stir took place In
England for a slightly different rea
son. Privateering off the const was
frequent, the result helng that silver
vessels were brought back and made
either into coins or other vessels. As
the product was of a lower grade than
the English standard, a goldsmiths'
guild was established there also, with
the rather
title of Orl
gin and Mystery of the Fellowship
of Goldsmiths.' The guild specified
that standard metal must contain 925
parts of silver and 75 parts of copper.
Its members hnd authority to travel
through the provinces of the United
Kingdom assaying silver vessels, and
If any specimen was not ip to standard it was confiscated or . fine of dou
ble its value was imposed on the
maker.
"When a piece was made it was
the custom to send it to the guild
hall. There it was assayed and If
found to be of the proper proportion
It was stamped with the English hall
mark, or as It was then called, the
'guildhall mark,' commonly referred to
as 'the king's touch.'
"A leopard's head was the first mark
employed in England and the maker
also was privileged to place his own
stamp tipon It, which generally consisted of the first two letters of his
surname. As so few people were able
to read, most of the tradesmen had
signs which they placed on their productions, hence the modern .trade
mark. In 1459 the guildhall added a
letter marking the year that a piece
was made, but as the full alphabet
was not used, the date is very difficult
to determine. Later the leopard's
head was changed to a Hon passant,
which in turn gave way to a lion's
head erased with a figure of Brit-tanlg

CLOSE FACTORIES
TO CONSERVE

COAL

TEXT OF FUEL ADMINISTRATOR
GARFIELD'8
ORDER TO RELIEVE COAL SHORTAGE.

Food Plants Are Excepted In Edict to
Close Factories for Five
Days-Mun-

and
Suspend,

itions

to

8hlp-Makin- g

at Least

In

At a Pink Tea, Maybe.
on a crowded street car.
Feminine knitters were on every hand,
working on sweaters and socks In various stuges of completion. One woman, however, was engaged with a piece
of dainty white embroidery.
After the conductor punched her
ticket, he stood watching the progress
of the work. FInully curiosity got the
better of him, and he queried, Innocently, "Madum, where does a soldier
wear that?"

Wherever you go keep one eye peeled
for the fire escape.

Part.
Wise Is the prophet who does not al
low his predictions to go on record.

Western Newspaper t'nlon Newa Service.

Washington, Jan. 17. The text ol
Fuel Administrator Garfield's coal order had not been completed at a late
hour last night. An abstract given out
by the Fuel Administration follows:
1 Until further order of the United
States fuel administrator all persons
selling fuel In whatever capacity shall
give preference to orders for necessary requirements.
A
D
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It happened
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CASCARA

No advance In price for chit
old remedir 25c for 24 tablets-So- ma
cold tablet now 30c for II tablet
Fifured on proportionate eott per
tablet, jrou eeva 9 Me when you buy
niu vuree void
aa 34 home grip
In S day
Money
back if It fail.
14 Tablet foe ZSa.
At any Dru Store
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Tor Infanta and Children.

Mothers Know That
-

tals, charitable Institutions and army
and navy cantonments;
C Of public utilities, telephones
and telegraph plants;
D Of ships and vessels for bunker
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Mineral

uses;
G Of manufacturers of perishable
food or of food for necessary immediate consumption.
The order further provides that on
Jan. 18, W, 20, 21 and 22, 1918, no
fuel shaTi be delivered to any person,
firm, association or corporation for
any uses or requirements not Included
In the foregoing list until the requirements included in the' list shall have
been first delivered.
-On
Jan. 18, 19, TO, 21 and 22.
1918, and also on each and every Mon
day beginning Jan, 28, 1918, and continuing up to and including March 25,
1918, no manufacturing plant shall
burn fuel or use power derived from
fuel for any purpose except:
A Such plants as from their nature
must be continuously operated seven
days each week, to avoid serious in- ury to the plant Itself or its con

Money

15 Fluid Praclmi

Of railroads;
Of domestic consumers, hospi

purposes;
Of
the United States for strictly
governmental purposes; not including
orders from or for factories or plants
Working on contracts for the United
Státes;
F Of municipal, county or state
governments for necessary public
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" oaI I In tie, neaiing vegetable compound.
iia uiiiie, us oiuer UHiurai resourcea,
start treatment at once.- Sold at all
and wonderful riches in the tenacity drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medi- n large,
nm
and courage of Its men and Its women.
i
However, if you wish first to test this
The soil and the climate, and the har greae
send ten cents to Dr.
dihood and determination of the farm Kilmerpreparation"
& Co.. Binirhamton.
N. V.. far a
ing class to win, by cultivating and sample bottle. When, writing be ture and
cultivating, growing wheat and raising uicuuuu ims paper. Adv.
cuius 10 Duna up tne resources so
A Misreading,
necessary to carry on the war, are fac
Exact Copy of Wrapper,
VMa Nfiwi aaaiaaajf. new Venn err.
Cleveland Moffett of the citizens'
tors that will count..
tents.
Probably the, best word of encour- vigilance committee of New York, said
B Maaufacturers
of perishable
agement comes from the Premiers of at a luncheon:
foods.
chap
"The
who
calls
Puts a ..
U
the selective
the three great provinces where the
C Manufacturers of food not per
bulk of the food products will come service unconstitutional misreads the
ishable and not in immediate demand
stop
to
aii
from. When one reads what these preacher's text.
who may burn fuel to such extent as
"'What was the text?' her father
CURES THE SICK
men, prominent In their country say, It
is authorized by the fuel administra
And prevents others having- - the disease no matter how
gives Inspiration. If there are any asked the little girl as he carved the
tor of the state in which such plant is
exposed.
50
ccaita
and SI a bottle, SS and 10 a dea
Who may be pessimistic of the future. Sunday roust,
bottle, Alt Tood druggists and turf goods
located or by his representative au
bouses.
'Oh,
papal'
In
she
said
a
shocked
message that these gentlemen send
thorised
upon application by
therefor
SpoLn
Medical
Co.,
ihe
Manufacturers,
Gotben,
Ind., U.S. A.
Abdomen, Abdomen,
should remove all doubt. voice, 'it was
the United States food administrator.
my son Abdomen !' " Philadelphia
... in t.A
V.l
TtiMAA n rwl
Yn1
In Convict Garb.
Ts ruu a uau cms iu Mic wai, uuic
Boy, Page Hoover.
D Printers or publishers of dally
to speak as they do, the future should Bulletin,
Little Irene had gone to the zoo with
"Why did they pinch Terry Toad?
collector of old silver mtist papers may burn fuel as usual exceptThe
look bright to those who may have
"Oh, lie simply wouldn't observe
look out for the method of 'glorifying on every Monday from Jan. 21 to her mother one afternoon. As they
The Oahrin That Dm Not Affect Heal
their Beasons of doubt
day."
Basaos of ta tonle and laxative effact, Laxativa ing' used hy unscrupulous dealers who March 25, 1918, inclusive, on which came to the zerbra she exclaimed:
Hon. T. C. Norrls, Premier of Manl Bromo Quinina ean ba taken by anyone without cut the hall
out
marks
old spoons days they may burn fuel to such ex "Mother, look at the horse with the
of
or rlnslna in the head. There
eanalnc
nerrouineaa
toba, says :
la onlT one "Bromo Uainlne." B. W. UBiWUH
or forks and fit them Into a big piece tent as is necessary to issue such edl- - prisoner's coat on."
"Manitoba has prospered exceeding eigBwreiaoo box. aw.
to mislead the unwary. It Is extra nulla as buuii papers
. i
j
ly during the year 1917, and the new
ordinary that so much good old Eng- sue on important national legal
Again a Woman's League.
year finds us not only still ready and
Mrs. Newlywed I see by this med lish silver has survived, considering uuya aou wnere sucn papers Q0
noi is- - uuw. an grocers. Adv.
willing, but . unceasingly able to bear
ical work that a man requires eight the vicissitudes through which it has sue any editions on a holiday, they are
whatever burdens the fourth year of hours' sleep and a woman ten.
passed. In the Wars of the Roses, for permitted to Issue one edition on
In the Library.
the
11 All!
the war may bring.
. :.i
v
be mm m mm
v.
Husband Yes, I've rend that some Instance, much plate was confiscated said Mondays.
"Where would you put these manu
"Manitoba farmers, generally speak where myself,,
and melted into coins for carrying on
B Printing
establishments may als on electricity?"
ing, have never been In better condl
Mrs. Newlywed How nice! You tne strife."
"Put them with the current litera
burn
fuel
on
18, 19, 20 and 22 to
Jan.
carry
on.
Out
of
to
her
tion
prosperity can get up every morning and have
ture."
such
extent
Is
as
necessary
to
issue
Manitoba is giving lavishly toward the the fire made and the breakfast ready
8tones In Form of Cross.
Current
nrl
Winning of the war. Every appeal for before It Is time for me to get up.
Staurollte Is a curious mineral, or mi... numhera nf
Piles Cured In to 14 Days
a
n..vii..tin.
jici
funds has met with quick and generous
luuituuy
isbubu.
Drnn lit refund money If PAZO OINTMBNT falla
luu.owuuo
stone, found only in Virginia and
response. The people of the Province
un eacn Monday beginning Jan. rintappueatloagiteareiiei. wo.
North Carolina, not very valuable but
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
are well settled into the collar in all
Interesting on account of a legend that 21, 1918, and continuing up to and inTo half Dint of wat
edil 1 nx. TI
war efforts. There's a spirit of deterA Bugvllle Jest
attaches to it. The name is from the cluding Monday, March 25, 1918, no
mination, of willingness to make sac- Bum, a small box Of Barbo Compound, Greek stauros, a cross. The stone is fuel shall be burned except to such exSnail "I've been trading up my
hi, oz. of glycerine.
and
Any
druggist
can
rifices, of confidence In the certain
tent as is essential to prevent injury
Bug "Originated In Philaput
up or you can mix it at home at found in the form of a cross, or someof which there Is no room for very this
Enquire for the
J. H. WILSON
little cost. Full directions for mak- times a double cross. Another name to property from freezing, for the pur delphia, I suppose."
WÜson Nero Break Trice I SADDLERY
pessimism.
Manitoba will carry on." ing and use come in each box of Barbo for the stone Is the "fnlry stone," and pose of supplying heat for:
CO
Saskatchewan had a prosperóos and Compound.
Guaranteed
DENVER
You can't get much milenge on a tire
It will gradually darken this also relates to the lenged that
A Any business or professional ofsuccessful year In 1917, and when Pre- streaked, faded erar hair, and make it soft the fairies living in the caves of the fices, except offices used by the Unit- when it's in your hind leg.
world leading iTtm of St
Imih Qinrtliiml bT
mier Martin sent out his New Tear and glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not mountains, on hearing the sad tidings ed States, state, county or municipal
nKrapbr. hind Tor Hoaa m m
message it was filled with an optimism aticKy or greasy, and does not rub off. Adv. of the death of
Dread Is a rank mental weed kill
Christ fashioned these government, transportation companthat was fully warranted.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
crosses as mementos of him. There ies, or which are occupied by banks It.
Way.
Little
Circulated
His
"There is no doubt that the province
Bacon
This report tells us that the has always been some commercial de- and trust companies or by physicians
today Is In a better condition finan
OUR BOYS IN FRANCE AND WITHIN THB REACH of every woma- ntotal circulation of money in the Unit- mand for the stones as curious and or dentists;
ucauo ana strength, t hey r
dally than ever before. True, the ef ed
they are worn as watch charms or on
B Wholesale or retail stores, or any
year
was $3,419,108,308.
States
last
HOME PROTECTION
brought to you by Dr. Pierce's
fects of the town and city real estate
other stores, business houses or build
Egbert
Well, now I understand chains with lockets.
Favorite Prescription.
Taks
boom have not altogether passed away,
this medicine, and there's a
ings whatever, except that for the purThe men on the firing line represent
what my doctor meant when he told
safe
or.
but speaking generally, the farmers on me my
me
our
and
pick
youth.
One
certain
in
remedy
American
all
for
pose of selling food only, for which
troubles came from poor cir
Wouldn't Be 8llghted.
four of our boys at home was sick, rethe chronic weaknesses, dethe plains and the merchants In the culation.
purposes
may
stores
jected
necesmaintain
The
physical
because
deficiency.
principal of a school once had
of
rangements, and diseases petowns are In a better financial position
culiar to the sex. It will build
occasion to lick a very refractory nu- - sary heat until 12 o'clock noon; and Many times the kidneys were to blame,
today than at any previous time. Our
up, strengthen, and invigorate
we
prevent
If
to
wish
old age coming
Red Cross Bac Blue, much bet tar. amia pil. It was very meaner Dunlshment for the purpose of selling drugs and
every
on too soon, or if we want to increase
people are Industrious and progressive,
"
or delicate
farther than liquid blue. Get from any out the child complained to tils father medical supplies only, stores may our
woman.
chances for a long life, Dr. Pierce of
It regulates and as"While we have in some portions of grocer. Adv.
wnen ne went home that day. The maintain necessary heat throughout the Eurglcal Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.. says
sists all the natural functions.
the Province a mixed population, edu
that you should drink plenty of water
At some period in her life
next day the father paid the principal the day and evening;
Her Resources.
dally before meals.
cation and scientific methods are mak
procure
Then
a woman requires a special
at
a visit.
C Theaters, moving picture houses, your nearest drug store
Anurtc (double
"They say Miss Flirty has a great
tonic and nervine.
lng rapid strides and we are looking
"I understand," said the irate parent, bowling alleys, billiard rooms, private strength). Thla
drives the uric
If you're a tired or afflicted
forward with every confidence to a deal of tact." "Tact? Why, that "that you licked my
out and cures backache and rheumawoman
boy yesterday."
or public dance halls, or any other acid
turn to "Favorite
tism.
glorious future and the development of girl's tact amounts to diplomacy. Not
Prescription," you will find it
"I did," was the reply, "but not se- place of amusement.
If we wish to keep our kidneys In the
a people on the central plains of Can one of the fellows she Is engaged to verely."
never faila to benefit. Sold in
On the above specified Mondays, no best condition a diet of milk and vegetablet or liouirl farm t.ku.
ada, of which the whole Dominion and has ever met another one at a single
'
"Well," said the father, "I want yon fuel shall be burned for the purpose tables, with only little meat once a day,
60c.
call
he made."
the British Empire will have every
to know that I am one of the largest of heating rooms or buildings in which is the most suitable. Drink plenty of
You
will
.'11.
monn
J
pure water, take Anuria three times a day
reason to be proud."
taxpayers In
place and my boy is liquor is sold on those days.
for a month.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the entitled to this
While' Alberta has given over to the
good
as
Step Into the drug store and ask for the dull headache, the laiy liverif y01
licking
a
as any
No fuel shall be burned on any of
up
put
years
40
original
pills
liver
little
package of Anurlc, or send will take a pleasant laxative marie up of
war thousands of her virile manhood,
other boy gets. If you slight him again, the foregoing specified Mondays for a sixty-cebowels.
Ad.
ago.
regulate
and
They
liver
Dr. Pierce 10c for trial pkg. Anurlc, many the
of the leaves of
from
a
farmer
the
taking
large
you'll hear from me in no uncertain
thus
the purpose of supplying power for the times more potent than llthla, eliminates ?t XP,-- Pierce
called,percentage of its producers, It still
uric
acid
hot
as
water
sugar.
terms."
melts
A
Contrasting Merits.
drag store
movement of surface, elevated,
í?n
short trial will convince you.
those vegetable pelleta
in
vials.
stands up big and buoyant The farra
I have a very Intelligent dog who
or suburban cars or trains in exhelp thus temporarily removed means has been taught to say his prayers,
Rope Making.
cess of the amount used on the Suna demand for farm help and increased and he'll always run up to a minis
The rope Industry Is largely depend- days previous thereto.
farm effort to till Its highly productive ter."
ent npon Russian, Italian, American
The order provides that nothing in
acres. Hon. Chas. Stewart, Premier of
I have an Intel and Manila hemp, the latter being far
"That's nothing.
Alberta, In a message to the people on ligent dog, too, and any time a tin more used than any other. With the this order shall be held to forbid the
occasional alight stimulatioa
Small Pill, Small
the 1st of January, speaks with such can Is tied to his tail, he runs to a exception of Manila, all these hemps burning of fuel to heat rooms or such
Dose. ' Small
'buoyancy and hope. of the future and
Price But
are of the best fiber that is, they are portions of buildings as are used in
, Va
saloon."
f
Great in
so highly of the work of the past year,
obtained from the bark of the plant. connection with the production or disits
Good
reproduced.
Is
He
that his statement
The hemp is cut, dried, and then tribution of fuel.
Not Worth It.
Work
correct
The state fuel administrators are
isays
I MIXCD
I
poor young Cholly Fat stacked in bundles. Later, it is again
"I
hear
that
orby
authorized
"The prosperity of the farming comIssue
the
to
order
spread out and exposed to dew, frost
mind."
head
his
has
lost
CONSTIPATION
munities is reflected in the towns and
and sun, a process that rots the gums ders on special applications for relief,
"I pity anybody who finds It."
Genuine
cities by Increased wholesale business
binding the filaments. The dry inner where necessary, to prevent injury to
bears
aignature
and bank clearances. Wholesalers re
woody part of the stem then falls off health or destruction or injury to
port increases rrom zu per cent to 0 Wheti Your Eyes Need Care and leaves the fibrous strips In con- property by fire or freezing.
per cent and their collections the best
Try Murine Eye Remedy - dition to be cleaned and baled foi The order is effective in all of the
Colorless or
Faces JjJJJ abHdicate the aUence ot "
Ifo Smarting Jnat Mye Oomfnrt. 60 eenta at transportation.
in the history of the Province. Alberta Dmeileta
territory of the United States east of
or malL Writ for Free Hre Book.
"
being essentially an agricultural Prov- a
condition
which will be greatly helped by
the Mississippi river,
aw uiaa kijc
co., chioaoo
Iron Pills
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As Age Advances the Liver Requires
CARTER'S
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Church Directory

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at Christian Churcn.
Your

IRVINOJDEN, SP
EDITOR AN 3 rUBLISHER
Ssbicriptioa

91.

'0

E

l

V. P, S C. E,

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

' Myra

Roy Garage

Thii nation, under God, shall
have new birth of freedom,
and that government of the
people, byihe people, for the
people, shall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

Our

and LIVERY
A.
rvt

GOD

QíristmanImgClub

r i
ivcttsuimum nates.
T

wnfiiu cents and.JL élUt
in 50 weeks
HAVE

-

Repeur Work eKlstT

I

If anysne attempts to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the
pot John A. Dix.

Davenport Bro's, Proprietors

ROY,

O. Defrf.es, President
Mrss uujan GaiNrai, Sec'y.
Meets at the Cliristian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-in;- ?
at 7 o'clock,
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Jc

Cars Housed and Cared for
HERE'S TO OLD GLORY,
BLESS HER!

NewMex.

START WITH JUST

A

J

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
lie?. Fr." Chateau,
Priest in charge,

WEEK,

Methodist Episcopal Church

. HI

DIME AND INCREASE

EACH

JOINING

OUR
MONEY BY
YOU CAN HAVE
CHRISTMAS BANKING CLUB. SO CAN YOUR CHILDREN.
2 CENTS, OR 1 CENT IS ALL YOU
10 CENTS, 5 CENTS.
YOU INCREASE YOUR DEPOSIT
NEED TO START WITH.
SAVE.

THE

SAME AMOUNT THIS WEEK.
IN 50 WEEKSj

S--

S--

$12?.ÍÓ
63.75
25.50
12.75
OR, YOU CAN MAKE THE LARGEST PAYMENT
DECREASE YOUR PAYMENTS EACH WEEK.

Rev. Heaton preached two interesting sermons Sunday. In
his morning sermon he found occasion to state the fact that
there were many more metho-dist- s
in the United Sratoa than
Catholics and that in Congress
there were twice a? mnnv Mot..
odists as Catholics, and to humorously chide those, whoalbw
prejudice to warn their i
ment to the extent that rhev
Heve the frantic stat.pmpnra nf
certain publications which exist
to cater to prejudice.
Kev. Heaton is not stmnofnr
w3 4V
creeds but has the true vision of
the I true church devoid of

h.

-

"Isms".

S--

To men who give their time
and energy for a good cause with
out compensation and even at

ex-per- se

to

beth, daughter of James I and
aueen of Bohemia. Whm
her fortune was at the lowest ebb sh
never lost her dleulty of snirlt. am
poverty and distress only rendered hei
the more an object of admiration.

WE ADD

T

.

All Winter Goods
At

Much unrest has been caused
"by several things in this end of
Mora County of late and the
murmerings are growing into
an ominous roar. A lot of very
good citizens have been comparing notes and are getting
on the proposition that
iorbearance is no longer a virtue
but a brand of cowardice, S )mc
who have' experienced persecution in other states are urging
the proposition that, if the next
Legislature des not give us s
new county seperate from the
arcíiaeic institution now exist
jng that we secede and establisl
a couuty of our own until such
timti as our rights will be
and defend it by force
arms
If necessary. Looks like
of
measure but it has
desparate
a
to resort to desnecessary
been
in other states
measures
parate
impossible
that ii
not
and it is
here.
necessary
It is
may be
tyranny
for
unamerican to stand
,

merely complain of it.

SUBSTANTIAL
REDUCTIONS

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietcr.

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooira
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Mn Business District

Touristo and
Will find

Land-Seeke- rs

-

Historical Wagram.
WttErmn, known by Its owni peopl8
U a village' of
as Detttach-WagriiAustria, itnateri on the gíliin oí
MarrleípM, eleven and a lwltl ndle3
noi'tlieawt of Vienna, Austria'.. Hera
on Juitr 5 and 0, 1S09, NapoleBi Bona
pnrte defeated the AustrlanH) oome
mantW4 by the Archduke Charles.

ernicis Is a mixture of
nickel. Galileo cared for
thing!." London

Our Big Assortment of

Early Spring Hats
is now on display

"In the

course

11 A.M.
M.

BAPTIST
Second Scvdar in each niontft,'
7.30, P. U.
Services 11 A. M
Rev. W, A. Dawn, Pastor,

.

CHRISTIAN

ROY
'

Sunday of each
Services
m. 8,00PM.
month at
4th Sunday of each month at
11,00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service a tie morning1 service.
2d

lía.

VIEW

MILLS
3raf Sunday

at

O. W.

a. m. 8PM.
Hearn Pastor.

11.00

LODGE DIRECTCESX

caversticn

of a

with ChambeaUih Medicine O.' representative today,, we had secación to
F.
jdweuas in a general way tl merits of
their different preparations. At lr's
KQMESTEAD LODGE 4$
suggestion I take pleasure i a express
Meets at its own Hall!
,ing my estimation ot Llranitwriain t
Eve?y Wednesday,
:'igli Remedy. DHave a family of
Evening
six children and have usedi 3bia reme
dy in my home for year. I consider
YMfeg; iirothors always wel- 't the only cough remedy on. the mar- aoDiei.
ket, as I have tried' nearly, alt kinds."
Chas. A. Peare, 3L G.
tj
Earl Q Rosa, Publisher,. Iisnulton
Sec'y.
Republican íféwf,, Syraa;e.Kan. J.' E. Wildman,

1.0.0.

Co-a-

200 bushefiaar CSSN for
Sale, $1.50, per., buishel at
my crib, 1--2 mite South of
Liberty School.: LJl. Canon

i

Rebekah Degree:

HARMONY LODGE Nov 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
.

g

Miss Lillian Gkiner
Mto&GraeeV. Ogden Se-.y-

Nv G.
.

notwi-of- i

Epitome of th Man.
The spoken, tord, tliwiTtten poeiry,
Is saM to Ii- an epitome of the maLh;
work. .
how much muí the bt

Are Xmv Borarels Cloggíd
The howels aire tae sewerage system
well iinaftine the
of the body. You
result when they are stopped up. as is
the cse in consitSpationj As p&wgative
yoa s ill find Chamberlains Tblets excellent. They are mild anx gentla In

en

actun,
tir
t'igcslion.

Ihey tko

Ton J.

iir.p-u-

Ttub,

jr.,

Attorney at Law
Prompt and Carefui) Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to m
ROY

NEW MEXICO

the

Artolo

RoyTradingCo
"The Store That Buys Your Produce"

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
.straightened out and we are also prepared!
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.J
,
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
. Al Matters estrustedt us dianstched with PrHt)Ms n Xccursy .
.'
KcinectliilW Snli.ulrf

J. B. 'LUSK

? SELLING OUT?

Mora, New Mexico

Your Businei

Yisitinir Sisters welflaame

-

Complete Indexjto All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

3

at Liberty,

Solano, 8, F.
U. L. MATTHEW. Pastor,

Presera Chamberlain's

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

toi

2nd & 4th Sundays

p.m.

H our Dr U g. MlUtdbclfc, Dentist,
Lvitchcll Ho- mié: will be at tiut
cii'r thes
ftel in Roy Jan. 2.1 to 27.

C. Ü. Stiiono. County Tretsurer

Let us Show You

11 A.M.
7 P.M.

First Sunday each Month at 3,

FOR SALE Four frond Milk Cows,
all giving mííkv one' fresii. They are
all extra good ones.
L. A. Nusjpn) Royr
M., RFD 1

Johnny's Essay.
A lwy with the snows of twVo win
tors ( his head was responstiUle' for
the following "howler" In a latini es
say. Among celebrities Decerned! the
these worthies taken.

11 A. M.
7.60 P. M

Bradley,

PLEASANT

this the right place.

Ha Who Toils.

Tlew Of

Mosquero,

Mosquero,

.

E. La Vegas, N.M.

Come Again

Everyone sqeak well oí Cksmb 1
Iain's Cough Remedy
3tfr having
used it. Mrs. Geo. Lewis PittcSeld,
N. Y., has this to say regarding it:
"Last winter my little boy, five yearn
old, was sick with a cold lor two or
three weeks. I doctotd liim and used
various cough medicines but nothing
did him much go)d until I bein using
Chamberlain's Cuujfh Remedy He then
improved rapidly ami in a few days
kas over his cold.".

Heaters-Ranges-Furnit- ure

at

Bradley,

El Dorado Hotel

J.P.Martin,

Soon Over Ilis Cold

Get Our Prices On

)

1st Sunday

Tlt-Iilt-

Sweaters, Trimmed Hats,
Cloaks, Caps, Underwear,

3

SERVICES ÓN SOLANO CIRCülf

;

Try Our Market and you will

The average man ifws not lor work
tor Its own sake. TJkfn Is a tintara.
ind a truism rather mildly vwtlid,
And' yet w ar
muses an exchange.
convinced that real lazfoess; renf disinclination to bodily or mental effort
Is one of the rarest firings in eiie
wovht Cases of it aro urairtüstlonnfcljr
known to the medical profession- itaS
to tftp poorliouse authorities; but when
P aiiaeniia,
the- eaine Is uot hookworm
it to msualty u too enthuswdUc ttu-- r
moueter.

Pastor

W. C. Heaton,

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

.

.

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
,
11 a m and 7:30 p m

3d Sunday,

Martin's Market

themselves,
special
credit is due. All Local Fuel
Committeemen who have done
their duty faithfully belong in
this class, and you are one of
them, For the State and Nation
and myself, I thank you for the
Thackeray.
good work.
Common Occurrence.
It is in your power to improve
Amorícnn Father "Where fiV BesNo
Knows
Bounds.
if you will, conditions in your Wherever the tree of beneficence sie?" American Mother "SMI be
community and county by urging takes root, it sends forth hrai:chea be back in n few moments. She steppei
out to s'et married." Life.
greater production, economy in yond the sky. Saadl.
use and unusual care relative to
all things pertaining to fuel We
are all a part of this great nation
and if each one does his proper
RICE, RAISINS, PRUNES,
1? A
share, will all succeed. May
OATMEAL, POTATOES,
every person show a proper disHelp Food Consc r vation .
position at least to do a little
better in every way than ever be
fore. Urge your neighbors to do
their very best for the success of
the great cause that ought to ap.
peal to every American heart
and mind.
ii
' W. C. Mc Donald,
State Fuel Administrator

AND

at Roy Christian

11am and 7:30 p m

PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

FOR SALe:- - Two dozen White
Tableta of 8tone.
The library of the School of th Wandotte hens,
well bred,
Sons of the Empire, an ancient Chi
S-.
each,
Enquire
at
nes university which, it is said, waf 750
In existence a thousand years befort
Christian era, comprises 182 tablet
of stone, whereon are carved all th
"13 classics," the essence of Chinese
culture.
Block,
n the Great-Wester- n
Roy, N. M.
Tre( In Greenland.
Fresh, Beef, Pork & Poultry
Lofty trees once grew In Greenland
At Right Prices. '
and nearly all of the Inhospitable
northern lands. Trees of the saint
'Purity Bread" Cared Meats
sorts as are growing today are fount
and Canned GoodM
as fossil remains In countries tt hen
the climate Is now so harsh Ilia'
scarcely any tree will grow even i

Chicken Mystery.
IVnrl nnd Stanley, six and four, ro.
spi'ctively, had burled
few Inches high.
In their garden.
A week later out
of curiosity they went to dig It up, lc
The BsJiy Caza.
the wrong place, and did not find Ir.
In almost every particular tiff modIncited, they ran together to nmtW
tind cried, "Ma, that chicken must ern Gaza Is an Egyptian rather than
have gone to heaven, because it Isn't a Syrian town. It Is fill of rich vegetation, and its many gSstening minathere any more."
rets show up against the dull green of
innumerable olive trees. Gana is still
as of old", a place of tniív of camel;-nnWealth of Love.
We are most of us very lonely In
cam vans, and Its bazaars are low!
this world; you who have any who with traille and Idled wltls nieivhan
love you, cling to them and thank God. (Use.

FIRST

OR YOU CAN PAY IN EO CENTS, $1.00 OR $5.00 OR
MORE EACH WEEK AND IN 50 WEEKS HAVE $25. $S.
OR $250.00.
COME IN AND LET US TELL YOU.

Queen of Hearts.
The name, Queen of Hearts, wm
given In the low countries to Eliza

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11am and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday
Church

CLUB PAYS
CLUB PAYS
CLUB --PAYS
CLUB PAYS

We have revised our mailing
list and reduced it by the num
"ber of our readers who are more
than a year in arrears. We stil
have a number who are not pa'd
in advance but we believe they
intend to keep along.
This revision has reduced our
circulation half a hundred but i
will also reduce our work and ex
pense somewhat and will enable
U3 to avoid the raise in subscrip
tion rates which are very genera
all over the country. We intend
no give our readers who want
the
to prosper, the benefit
we have been giving those who
wanted to read it at our expep.se
Your receipt of the
this
week is proof that you are not a
year behind in paying for it and
that we want you to keep on
taking the
and paying for
at.

j

presence is necessary,
F, tí. IVEY Supt

Per Year

Entered as second-cla-- s
matter at the
postoflke in Roy, New Mexico.

and

',r

191.

Then you will! have a
PUBLIC SALE.
There's only one REAL Aqc
tioneer in the Country, Thats -

WHITE
0.
His address is MILLS N.

Col F.

can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office. Roy.
New Mexico.
You

Spanish-America-

Don't Listen.
Other people's opinion of s often Is
lniTon the kltiil of things we let
,

mu Wit

..Utfil

THE

tocf3lQj(

1

DRY BONES

MOSQUERO

awake
Jan. 30th. (Wednesday night)

pleasure
And the song grow3 glad or sweet
or sad,
Mr. Wilson of Chico spent
As
choose to fashion the
we
RobSaturday and Sunday at the
measure.
the
ertson home.
Mr. and Mrs. Bacil Proctor We must write the music whatever the song.
spent Sunday "with Mr. Frank
Whatever its rhyme or metre,
Lowel and family.
And if it is sad, we may make
Several from this part are makit glad,
ing final proof on their homeOr if sweet we make it sweeter.
steads this week.
Many people are enjoying the
Mr. Jim Clifton from Junction rabbit hunt these days, Some of
' City La. was here a few days
the men from the Bradley neigh
ago buying land.
borhood made a drive on Monday
n bringing in thirty-five- .
Elmer Kenoyer went to
the last of the week after
Mrs. Wilson has returned from
a load of lumber.

Dr. Murdoch Dentist,
Kitchell Hotel, Roy,
27.

You

FOR

SALE:- -

Two-ykr-ol-

d

Heifer, fresh in Feb
miles
auary. At my farm 1
Northeast of Solano.
NOEL L. BURTON

White-Fac- e

1-- 2

ROOMS FOR LIGHT HOUSE

KEEPING at the Southwestern
Hotel, Roy. Apply to - - CHAS. BURKS Mgr.

at the Home Restaurant.
'

FOR SALE Good Poland China
boar, coming one year ojd. One of
the best Unregistered hogs on the mesa
Jack Mahoney, Roy, N. M.

Weather Report
Jan. 29th to 31st heavy fog,
cloudiness and snow; with winter thunder storms but decided
east wind will turn the rain to
sleet and snow. Feb. 1st fair.
T. II. Polaskie.
Mills,

N..M.

work done,

I can loan you money, on your
final receipt as easy as on youi
patent or warranty ' deed and
your mortgage need not bear, but
6 percent interest.
Come in and
let us talk to you about your
'
loan.
J. E. Wildman, Loan and Insurance Agency. Office at residence north end Chicosa St,
Rov, N. M.

session.
They will meet at the church
this week.
Ir.a Tanner received a bible
for repeating the most bible
verses at Sunday school the. past

quarter.
Edith Holland has been absent
from school a few days on account of sickness.

Choice Ranches and Farms A Red Cross meeting will be
for Sale near Roy: Let us held at the Schoolhoure on Satur
day at 2 P.M.
Show them to yon.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
Roy,
.N.M.

To Trade

A good span of Mules or
Horses for a Second-han- d
BULL CALVES, good ones, FORD CAR.
HARRY LAMMON,
14 miles east of Roy,

For Sale- :- 2
T. J.

White-Fac- e

heimann:

Kephart, N. Mex.

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,
Connects

witliLONG-DISTANC-

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

at

forSVVJ-NE-

Clayton,
N. M.
Dec. 7 1917

320 Acre Relinquishment
For Sale.

Office

at Solano. New Nexico.
Stomach Trouble

SEJ-N-

If you hive trouble with youi-storand
rch you shou'd try Chambuiain's TabSection 4 Township 2i)N Range 2bE, let". So many huve bei
n rehired !
NMP Meridian has fijed notice of in- health by the use of
tablet! snd
thse
tention to make five year proef, to their cost is so little, 25
cents, that it
establish claim tu the laud above is worth while to give them a, trial.
described, before F. II. Foster U. S.
Commissioner,
at his office at Roy
State of New Mexico,.
N M on tho 8th day of Feb.
1913.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NEJ-SW-

,

'

Claimant names as witnesses:

Public

Al'.'Jmdro Gonzales ord S.E.Paxton
o', Roy, N. Mex, Jose I. Arguello and
Seberiano Mayr.ez, of Pasamontj N.

land

Mora

Salo.

t

County-Offic-

of the Cornroissionee of Publio
I will sell my relinquishment
Land?, '
homestead, four Mex- Santa. Fe Now Mexioo.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
miles North-weof Roy, also 4
is. hereby given that,
Notice
horses, four cattle, I pig, spring
pursuant
the provisión or an act of
to
wagon, house, household' goods
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Congress, approved June 26th, 1910,
and farm machinery.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land laws of the State of New Mexico and
A bargain for the right man.
and the rules and regulations of th6
Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico,
December 18, 1917
State Land Office, the Commissioner
FRANK SALMON,
of
Public Lands will olTer-a-t pupliosale
Roy, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Grover
to
hiirhe3b bidder, at 2 o'lock. P.M.
the
C. Hamilton, of Mosquero, Union coun-

on my 32

st

2-- 2

ty, New Mexico, who, on September on Wednesday, February 27th, 1918. in
10, 1911, made Homestead Entry, Ser. the town of Mora, County of Mora and
No. 018188, for the SVy4, Sec. 11, State of New Meico, in front of the
Twp. 19N., Rng. 28E., N. M. P. M., courthouse therein, 'the following
has filed notice of intention to make
tracts of land, viz
Final Three Year Proof to establish
944 All of Sec 36, Townshiji
No.
Sale
claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commission- 2ii, Noith, Range 26 East, containing
er at his office at Roy, N. M., on the 64Q acre3, Imprvemeivts consist of
12th day of February, 1913.
fencing, value $200.00,
j

Don't let another spell of Zero
weather find you without a Joad
All sawed - no
or two of wood.
waste and cheaper and better
than coal. Go 1 mile south of
Guthman3 and take angling road
to southeast.
UPTON BROS.

NOTICE
To Whom It May .Concern.
Notice is hereby given, that anyone buying any Stock, Tools, Implements, Land or Effects owned
by the late, James R. Kelly, will
do s ) at their own risk of having
same veplevined by law until Estate is properly settled by a comBy orpetent Administrator.
R.
Kelley
of
James
son
of
der
legal
only
heir.
his
and
Anyone having information of
sale of anything off the Estate
notify me.
'
Ralph E. Kelley,
Kerrobert, Sask. Canada,
Was In the Name.
The strolling company were playing
Hamlet," but they were ainiid that
Shakespeare's groat tragedy would not
sufficiently attract, so they conceived
the bright Idea of altering the title 1c
"How a Stepfather Was l'ald O'St.V
The result was n crowded house. Loo
don
Tit-Bit-

Made a Hit.
A stenographer 1ms devised a novel
way of making a hit with her employer, displaying genius (lint premises
great success for her 'In Iho business
world. When the bous díctate a
containing a wnnl sin docs not
know how to .poli she docs not make 0
the usual guess nt it She looks It up
Kansns City Star.,
In tho dictionary.

Supposing
You Killed
a Man
or thought you had,
the consequences or
would you stay to face

flee as did j. Montague
Smith? From the moment
the struggle for liberty
begins he Is &n entirely

different character, resourceful, possessed of.
all the savage Joy of the
cave-man-

before the

i

deed that changed his
whole career he was
just a smug, satisfied-witlvlif- e
banK cashier.

JfTeReal

Jfían
the title of the story
written around the adIs

ventures and experi-

ences of Smith. It is the
new serial about to appear in this paper and
you will find it one of the

most interesting stories
you have read in a long
time.

First ;
Installment

: Soon

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
'Jhu Roy Drüg Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicate and Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles "

ROY

FOtt PUBLICATION

NA'i SEJ,

i

Register.

JACK P. MILLb
U. S. Commissioner
Fillings, Proof3 and' all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention

Notice is hereby given that
Pedro A Argicllo of Albsrt New Mex.
who on August, 9 fh 1911
made HE. Nos. Oi:;(.r3

Personal Mention

Dr.

PAZ VALVERDE,

Department of the Interior U. S. Land

gllllllM

PHONE atSprinjrer.

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Efficient Service- Roy City Exchange",
nected.

NOTICE

Tho's Mc Grath.

let-to- r

Union County, N. M.; and Tony J.
Heimann of Albert, Union county, New
Mexico.

FRANCISCO DELGADO
2 2
Register

Oflice

A

Claimant names a3 witnesses:
Grover C. Hamilton,
Robert F.
Moore, and Ralph Hazea of Mosquero,

,

M ills, New Mexo

ROY, N. M.

E

V

All of Mills N. IT,

Delivered to me at

year-in-advan-

Dr. H. S. Murdoch, Deutist,
will be in Roy Jan. 21 to 27. The Ladies Aid met with Mrs.
Hubler last Thursday. RefreshAt the Kitchell Hotel.
ments were served after the.bus-ines- s

Nj-Sw- j,

aiito-Tires-

S--

19, 1914,
made Homcrtcnd Entry, No, 019043,
for the NWU Section C3, Tvp. 19N.,
Range 28E, N. M. P, Meridian, has
tiled notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on tho
13th day of February, 1918.

Rf ills N;v Mexico
of
who
on
Nov. 7101 1
niado HE No. .0221.'.8
for
NE1: NEi NWl.of Section 21
Township 21 N. Rango 2110, N. M. P.
Meridian, has flled notice of intention
toinake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
nt Hoy N. M. on Feb. 9 191.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. W. Daniels
Alvin Lntk
,
G.C. Till
C D. Horn

Highest Market Price Paid for
,
Clean, Dry Bones,
Old
and all old Rubber.

hospital at Roy
the Plumlee
where she has been taking treatOscar Kidd came in last week
ment. She is much improved in
Texas and is visitincr his
from
health.
brother, Webb, and the other
Mrs. Logan3 went to Tucum-ca- boys at the ranch.'
last week ' to spend a few
days. She expects to go to El
Miss Laura Whiteman, one of
Paso before returning home.
the most loyal friends of the
Mr. Keith has purchased a new called Wednesday with her usual
subscription and
well drill, he expects to be kept
the assurance that she wouldn't
busy for awhile.
pay it if the paper wasn't worth
Miss Aline Steinbaugh made a it.
business trip to Roy last Thursday.
j. F. Barnett, arrived Wednesday
from Pitcher, Missouri where
sold
recently
Long
Mrs. Ernest
invested and been living
he
has
her farm.
in the ' new Zinc fields for the
Mr. Cadell and family were past two years. He went out to
guests at the Hill home the last look at his farm south of town
of the week.
after calling and leaving us a
sample of "Jack" from the mines
Mrs. L. W. Wilson of Roy visit
He brought his riflle wilh him
ed with, her daughter, Mrs.
and will make friends with the
Brooks several day3 last week.
jack rabbits out that way while
here. His stay will be short.
accompanied
Mr. Fred Edmond
his wife to her school in La Cinta
L. W. Wilson has bee.n buying
Canyon Sunday evening and reup
a bunch of cattle. He got two
turned Monday morning.
fine bunches over in Union
Mr. Walter Hill made a busi- County last week.
ness trip to Roy Thursday,
Mrs. Nonie Brooks went to
Roy Monday to have some dental

'

OLD RUBBER

ri

are hereby notified not to dump
any refuse whatever on any of
my lands or in the public highways adjacent thereto.
W2pd.
Dj. E. P. Brown.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior Ü. S. Land
Ofllco ht Sonta Fe New Mexico
December 18, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Fred M.
D.c. 24. 1917
Deitz of Mosquero, Union county, New
Notice is heivby given that Ira Earl
Mexico, who, on D2ecml:cr

and

Cim-maro-

NOTICE
To Whom It May Concern,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION.

A fine snow fell Saturday night
Everybody is rejoicing over
and Sunday covering the ground the snow in these parts, Why?
to about 4 inches.
Because of the results which we
hope
to realize from it. Most
Margaret
and
Brown
Elen
Misses
people
are endowed with a fund
Kenoyer
and
are visiting Elmer
of
gratitude
and with most of us
family this week.
it takes very, little to set us in
Carrie and Lydia Pickett spent tune with God and nature.
Wednesday with Mrs. Melviñ
Our lives are songs, God writes
Bently.
the words
If you want a real, live, wideAnd we set thorn to music at
Uterary come to Mt, View

Jan.

.

tor1

Monntain View

21--

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

MD Gibbs, Prop.
N. Mex.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Fred M. Deitz, Robert F. Moore, and
Ralph Hazcn all of Mosquero, Union
county, N. M., and Tony J. Heimann,
of Albert, Union county, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Sale No. 945 NJ, SEL NJ SWJ, SEJ
SWJ, Sec. 10: T. 20 N., K. 2E., containing 600 acres, Improvements consist of fencing, va!uc $202 50.
Sale No. 04 G - SvJ-Sv- ,
Sec. 10, .T.
20N, R. 2GE., containing' 40 acres.
Improvements consist of fencing, va'ue
$3". 00.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
t
JNo bid on the a'jove d sen bed tracts
Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico,
of land will be accepted for le-- s than
Jan. 11, 1913
J10. 00 per acre, which is the appraised
Notice 3 hereby given that
Maria Tiujil'o of Moqj?r; N. M. who valup thereof and in addition thereeo
on Sept. 18, l&tt&'Aiig 11 1914 made the successful bidder must pay for the
H. E. No 014772 & 020713 for SWJ Sec 13 improvement'.
Each of the above described' tract
NWi Sectim 21 Twp. 18N. lln. 28E.
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of will be offered for sa'e separately.
The abave sale of lands will be subintention to make Final Three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land ject to the following terms and condidescribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S. tions, viz: the successful bidder must
Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on tht pay to the Commissioner of Public
10th day of Feb. 1918.
Lands, or his aent holding suth sale,
Alex Singhiser,
Benjamin F. Brown
of the pries offered by
Francisquita Archuleta Jacinto Galindre him for the land, four percent interest
"
in adancc for tho balance of such
Claimant names as witnesses:
purchase trio, the fees for advertising
All of Mosijuer. New Mexico
and appraisemert und alleo'.ts incident.
V. to tho sale herclu and each
PAZ VALVERDE,
and a'l
Register of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time
of sa'e and which said amounts and a'l
Ñ
of them aresui.ject to forfeiture to the
.'OTICE FOR PUBLICATION
I
State of New Mexico if the successful
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land bidder does not execute a contract
Office Clayton New Mexico.
within thirty days after it h
been
Jan. 14, I91S
mai ed to him by the State Land Office
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran-- ' said contract to provide that the pur- Heir and for leirs of chaser may at his option make paycisquita,
lbino Archuleta Deceased
ments ol not less than ore thirtieth of
of Mosquero New Mexico, Who or. ninety five per ceDt of the purchase
July 13 1914. made 11. K. No. 018115 for price at any time after the ale and
Sec 22
prior to the expiration of fliiity years
Section 23 Twp 18N. Rng. 28 K N.M. P. from the data of the contract and to
Meridian, has filed notice of intention provide for the payment of any unpaid
to make Three Year Proof, to estab- balance at the expiration of thirty
lish claim to the land above describee1 years from the date of the contract
with interest on deferred payments at
before F II. Foster U. S. Commission
the rate of four per cent per annum
M.
201918.
Roy
N.
on
Feb.
erat
payable
in advance on the anniversary
Claimant names as witnesses:
of the date of the contract, par t'al pay
Benjamin I' Brown Jacinto Galindre
menta to becredited on the anniversary
Alex Singhiser,
Maria Tniji lo
of the date of the contract next fo'luw-in- g
All of Mosquero New Mexico.
date of tender.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
U U
i I ItlU (llt IO
1 IIV
ject to valid existing righln, ea3?mcnta
i ll)
rights of way and reservations.
The Commissioner of Pub ic Lands or
riot ths test Way.
One way to be up wllh (be hirk Is bis agent' holding such sale ieser
to keen tba lark up all night. Dostoii the riylit to reject any and all bi.ta
Transcript.
offered at said sale,
Psession under contracts f sale
for the above described tracts will bo
Vcrk end Fiay.
but the given on or before October 1st, 19g.'
The !;':? requires n
witness my hand and tha official s aK
laiiiii fchouM be always pr
of the Stat Land Office, of th, Stat,
of New Mexico, thii Twenty-thir- d
day
LAND PLATS of .a.l kinds
of November, 191t.
Abstracts of U. ?. l and
KOBEKT 4. ERVIBN,
MAPS.
Offica Records,
of Public
C:nmiseioniT
Prompt Attention
ef tha State of New Mexie.
2--
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SEJ-SE-

Wj-NW-

Wi-SW- L
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L1

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.

!sUwUieation Dec. 8,
Last PiiS'.ii5atin Felt,

1917

Mil

THI

Al! EPITOME

FOREIGN

OF

LATE LIVE HEWS
RECORD OP TH
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

CONDENSED

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS, ACHIEVE.
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

Weetera Newepeper Ueloa

nea service.

ABOUT THE WAS
official communication says
that the Italian shipping losses last
Week wer two steamer of more than
1,600 tons sunk.
Paris reports that the period
Jan. 1 to 10 French pilots brought
down fifteen German airplanes and
one captive balloon.
From 420,000 to 450,000 troops must
be raised at once In England, Sir
Auckland Oeddes, minister of nation'
al service, told the House of Com'
An

toons in London.

,

Petrograd was declared under
tial law by the Bolshevik safety com
mission.
The Swiss government has acknowl
edged formally the sovereignty and independence of Finland.
Cxech leaders of Silesia and Mora
via met at Prague and adopted resolutlons demanding a Csech republic.
Japanese financial Interests have
arranged to establish a bank at Lima,
Peru. A Chinese-ba- nk
also is to be
established.
Nicholas Romanoff, the former Em'
peror, and his family have escaped
from their prison near Tobolsk, it is
reported in Petrograd.
Bolshevik officials at Petrograd ex
pressed the belief that the attempt on
the life of Nikolai Lenine was part of
a counter revolutionary plot.
The House of Commons, by a vote
of 136 to 48, rejected an amendment
to the "man power" bill which pro
posed to apply conscription to Ireland,
Whole companies of Austrian troops
have been ordered shot for their sym
pathy with Russian Socialist views,
according to reports reaching Petro
grad.
Premier Lloyd George, addressing
the labor delegates in London, said
that no man standing on the watch
tower could deny the urgency of the
need for raising more men.
Closely censored dispatches indi'
cated serious bread riots and strikes
ai numerous munition lactones as
well as civil clashes between police
and crowds at numerous Austro-Hun- garlan cities.
President Carranza returned to Mex
ico City after having been absent from
the capital on a birthday holiday since
Dec. 28. He left his train about fifteen miles from the city and came in

I
I

-

.

i.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'

ni

NEW MEXICO

BATTERY A IS

I

Weetera Newipeper Union Newe Service.
COMINO EVENTO
1
Feb.
New Mexico Electrical As- 6

Marcn

12-1-

koi we

convention al

fcKockmene

I.

Annual mee tin
New
xnexico cattle and Horn
Urowere'
AlflOCletlfin at
Voa
March, 1(11 Wool Qrowera' convention
ai ttoewell.
Roy is to have a waterworks sys
tem.
A road from Roswell to White Oaks
is said to be assured.
The sale of Red Cross seals at Al
4

buquerque totaled
Demlng

IN CONVENTION

NEW MEXICO'8 CRACK ORGANIZA
TION ON EUROPEAN SOIL.

STATE NEWS

March

AT FRONT REDS DEFEATED

$427.

trustees

have placed an or
der for a new fire truck.
A mess tent at Camp Cody at Dem
lng was destroyed by fire.
The Sacred Heart parish at Albu- quorque will erect a $25,000 church.
The Estancia chapter of the Red
Cross society now has 168 members.
The new addition to the Loretto
Academy at Las Cruces has been

completed.
New Mexico has contributed 6,000
men to the army and navy of the

FIRE

Has About 190 Men and Is Com
manded by Capt. DeBremmond,
Veteran of the 8wiss Army.

ON

DELEGATES

WITHDRAW

AS THEY

"WORLD PEACE"

REVOLUTION

PA8SED.

Weetera Newspaper Union Newe Service.

Albuquerque.
Battery A, New Mei' eOLSHEViKI VOTED OUT
lco's crack artillery organization, has
forcea
in
Joined Gen. Pershing's
Europe.
The arrival of the battery on the TCHERNOFF, NEW LEADER, SAYS
other side of the ocean was made
RUSSIA CAN AID ALLIES IF
known definitely here by messages re
KAISER BALKS PEACE.
ceived from memberg ot the organiza'
tlon. News of the appearance of the
New Mexicans in Europe has been exWeetern Newepeper Union Newe Serviré.
pected since the receipt of recent let
Petrograd, Jan. 21 The Bolshevik
ters stating that the artillerymen
members and those of the left wing
were embarking on a transport.
aereas seas of the social revolutionists and the
The messages

from
were not dated and there was absolutely nothing to indicate from what
place they were sent.
Battery A has about 190 men, com
manded by Capt. De Bremmond
is rated the best "battery in the na
tional guard and the equal of any
similar organization in the regulars.
Capt. De Bremmond, veteran of the
Swiss army, a close student of the
tactics and technique of the French
masters of gunnery, an artilleryman
to his fingertips, has been acknowl
edged a crack officer by Gen. Hugh
Scott and other men high in command
in the regular army. To gain the bene
fit of his genius as an instructor and
the skill of his men, Battery A was
kept in camp in the east months after
it was ready to transfer to Europe, to
train other artillery units.
The battery is the first New Mexico
fighting unit to be sent overseas. Its
army designation is 146th field artil
lery.

Socialist revolutionary members withdrew from the constituent assembly.
The constituent delegates, threatened with treatment as a "counter revo
lutionary"
hurriedly
organization,
adopted decrees awarding the lands
to the peasants and proposing to send
delegates to all the warring nations
to arrange a world peace.
The decrees were adopted at
o'clock in the morning as a wall of
mencalng bayonets in the hands of the
sailors on guard pressed toward the
constituent members. The closing
hours of the session were full of ex
citing scenes, including the attempt on
the life of M. Tseretelll.
M. Tchernoff, elected chairman ot
the constituent assembly by the So
cial Revolutionists, declared that the
Constituent Assembly should immediately call a conference of all the En
tente allies to consider war aims.
M. Tchernoff granted an interview
to a correspondent during the mid
'
night recess.
"Do you think Russia can continue
the war if Germany refuses peace on
M. Tchernoff
democratic terms?"
was asked. He replied:
"Everybody says that Russia can
not fight because of the extreme state
of disorganization. All know that the
decision in this war will be on the
western front
"But Russia can act as a magnet
to draw German forces and prevent
their being thrown over to the western
front. The Russian army may retreat, but in doing so, will benefit
the allies by diverting the Germans
deeper and deeper into Russian terri
tory, with no gain for them."
Railway Men s Con
The
gress has passed by a vote of 273 to
61 a resolution supporting the Con
stituent Assembly and calling upon
the people's commissioners to agree
with the majority, with a view to the
formation of a government responsible
to the Assembly.
From Moscow it is reported that
many persons were wounded and oth
ers killed as the result of the Red
Guard firing on demonstrators there
in favor of the Constituent Assembly.
The Japanese embassy here, in an
official statement, made denial ot the
report that Japanese forces had been

United States.
King Ferdinand of Rumania, whose
by the Bol
At the advanced age of eighty-nin- e
years, Jesus Carreon died at the home
ahevik government, Is now under the
protection of the Allies, according to
of his son, Juan, in Springer.
Fetrograd dispatch to the London
According to State School Superin
Dally Express.
tendent Wagner, a $10,000 consolidat
ed school will probably be erected in
According to a telegram received In
Mora county.
London, German Chancellor Count von
Hertllng has again postponed the
Incorporation papers were filed by
speech which he was to have made In
the Carrlzozo Development Company,
reply to the definition of war alms by
capitalized at $10,009 ot whlch 2'500
President Wilson and Premier Lloyd by automobile.
is paid up.
President Menocal placed his signa
George.
The mercury reached its lowest
ture to contracts providing for the
Five French merchantmen of more sale
for two winters when it dropped
mark
of the Cuban sugar crop to the
than 1,600 tons and one under that
to zero at the government station at
United
States.
The
contract
binds
tonnage were sunk by submarines or
Board Approves Federal Highways.
Albuquerque, Jan. 11.
Cuba to send 2,500,000 tons of sugar
Santa Fe. The State Highway
mines during the week ending Jan. 12 to
The
Albuquerque
Com
Chamber
of
the United States for proportional
Commission has approved federal aid
Ships entering French ports during
distribution among the allied nations, merce has pledged $1,000,000 to sup projects for state roads
construction
the week ending Jan. 12 numbered
port a proposed railway connecting
The
in the British Durango and Albuquerque.
793, while those clearing were 751
totaling $293,000. These include the
of Lords suffered ínother re
Tesuque project, Santa Fe, ten miles,
iwo vessels were attacked but es House
The Mutual Coal Company's mine
buff by the rejection of an amendapproximately $50,000; Armijo-Valle- caped.
Gallup
at
is producing once more, af jo project,
ment proposed by Viscount Halifax to
Valencia county, twenty
Only eight British merchantmen the franchise
bill that the question ter having encountered trouble for eight miles, $23,300; concrete road,
were sunk by
the past week. be decided by a referendum of the several weeks with a break.
twelve miles south from Las Cruces,
In the previous week the admiralty women. The amendment was defeat
Albuquerque, Santa Fe and other $139,000, with pledge of further assist
reported the loss by mine or subma ed by a vote of 90 to 62.
cities ot the state are observing the ance as practically on the remainder
rine of eighteen merchantmen of 1
'llghtless nights" and the movement ot this road, twenty-twmiles of
600 tons or over three merchantmen SPORT
is to be started in Las Vegas.
which is desired to build at a cost of
under that tonnage and four fishing
Frankie Fleming, featherweight box
county $277,700.
Through the action ot
vessels. The report of Jan. 2, gave ing champion of Canada, has joined commissioners Magdalena the
an
became
,
the sinkings as twenty-oneeighteen the Royal Flying corps. He will be incorporated town, such
having
Burton Green Is Jones' Secretary.
action
being 1,600 tons or over.
trained as an aviator at Camp Borden, been pending for some
Santa Fe. The civil service exam
months.
The capture of thirteen officers, 478 Ontario.
At Mogollón concrete work is being inations for men only which were to
Harry Foley's plan to bring Jess put in
men, eighteen machine guns and two
for new seventy foot steel head have been held last week have
in engagements east of Willard and Fred Fulton to San Fran' frame of Socorro mine. Steel has ar been postponed to Feb. 6 and 7, so as
Caposile and Monte Solone, was re- cisco for a twenty-rounbout for the rived and erection will soon
to get more applicants. Thomas B.
start.
ported by the Italian war office. The Red Cross in an arena to be conCollins
has been transferred from the
Senator
Germans made two raids on the Cham structed at the exposition grounds has lotment of Jones has received his al Santa Fe postoffice to the headquar
vegetable
flower
and
seeds
pagne front. The raiding parties were met with the approval of Judge Thorn
ana wm ce giaa.to lurmsn a quantity ters ot the Santa Fe field division, as
repulsed, the Paris war office an at F. Graham, chairman of the San to
those desiring same upon request. clerk, stenographer and typewriter.
Francisco County Council of Defense.
bounced.
Burton R. Green has resigned as spec
The Japs are reported
Provost Marshal General Crowder, ial agent of the field division to be
have landed an army at Vladivostok,
Fred Fulton of Minneapolis, claim'
but will not Interfere in Russian af ant to Jess Willard'a crown, and Billy in a telegram to Governor W. E. Lind-se- come private secretary to United
announces the early issuance of States Senator A. A. Jones.
(airs.
Miske, St. Paul's light heavyweight,
an
induction
manual by which men
fought a
slashing draw at
WESTERN
will be taken into the military serv
Mlddleton Held Under $20,000 Bond.
St. Paul, Minn., before the largest
Following a referendum vote, the diEast Las Vegas. The hearing of
crowd that ever witnessed a ring bat ice.
rectors of the Plke'a Peak Ocean-toMrs. R. E. Twitchell has been John D. Mlddleton on a writ of habeas landed at Vladivostok.
city. Every newspaper
mat
tie
in
Ocean Highway Association have se critic at
named publicity chairman of the wom corpus proceedings was held with,
the ringside gave Miske
It was 3 o'clock in the morning
lected Feb. 6 and 7 for the annual draw or
Some declared he had an's auxiliary ot the State Council of Judge David J. Leahy, presiding. when M. Askokov, a Bolshevik dele
better.
meeting of the association at St, a slight
Defense to succeed Mrs. W. P. .Hen Mlddleton is charged with the murder gate, announced that the Bolshevik!
shade.
Joseph, Mo.
derson, who resigned on account of of two deputy sheriffs, Moisés Barela were determined to withdraw perman
ill health.
A telegram from Fort Collins stated GENERAL
and Francisco A. Serna, whom he ently from the Constituent Assembly,
William Jennings. Bryan, Jr., assist
that Christy Houx, son of Gov. Frank
The Lagunita Canal and Irrigation killed at bis home near Santa Rosa, which he said had proved Itself not
Houx, of Wyoming, had been drowned ant United States district attorney for company ot Albuquerque,
originally November 27, when they attempted to to represent the actual proletariat.
in an accident there. Governor Houx the Tucson, Ariz., district, has been incorporated for twenty-fiv- e
years, arrest him. it is believed that friends
"Meanwhile," he declared, "the
is in Washington, and was immediate granted a six months' leave of ab has had its corporate existence ex- of Mlddleton in Santa Rosa will help Workmen's and Soldiers' Government
sence because of impaired health,
ly notified.
tended fifty years by the State Cor to furnish his bond, which Judge will consider what to do with that
Leahy fixed at $20,000.
Closing of the New York Cotton er poration Commission.
Good roads boosters from four
counter revolutionary organization."
states will attend the meeting of tho change "in
with the spirit
Chairman Tchernoff, making him
Cattle, horses and hogs to the num
Alleged Murderer at Large.
OLD Highway Association at Mc of the fuel administration's fuel con ber of 479,940, belonging to 3,429 cat
self heard, notwithstanding the wild
Silver City. The sheriffs office re stamping and shouting of the sailors,
Cook, Neb., Jan. 28, to lay plans for servation order" was decided upon by tlemen, and 882,084 head of sheep and
the board of managers of the ex goats, owned by 692 sheepmen, were ports that Elijlo Bustos, alleged mur announced that the Assembly would
(pending $400,000 on the Omaha-Liderer of James Dlckerson, deputy sit until it had passed the land de
change.
highway in 1918.
provided with forage last year on the
sheriff at Fierro, who was shot and cree. The decree was nurrieaiy reaa
New
Mexico
and Arizona national for killed Christmas night, is
Teu thousand manufacturing planta
WASHINGTON
still at and adopted with a standing vote.
large.
.
Framing of legislation contemplat closed and an industrial army of 400,- ests.
000 workers idle, was Chicago's reUntil absolutely reliable data is ob
ing drastic changes in the govern
BRITISH SHIPS BOMBARD OSTEND
sponse to the sweeping order of the tained on the cost of production of
ment's war machinery, including cre
Child Only Survivor of Happy Family.
national
fuel
administration
for
the
coal In New Mexico it will be diffi
ation of an American war council
Raton. A small boy of five years One Turkish Cruiser Sunk and One
cult to arrive at what is a fair price Is
similar to those of England and conservation of coal Friday.
Beached at Dardanelles.
the sole survivor of what a few
The doing of six days' work in five to the consumer. This is the state
France, and a director of munitions,
Berlin, Jan. 21. Ostend, on the Bel
ago was the happy family of
months
Mondayless
industrial weeks is ment of State Fuel Administrator W.
was begun by the Senate military during
Anlbale Belucci of Walsenburg, Colo. gian coast, has been bombarded by na
recommended to members of the Na C. McDonald.
committee.
Mr. Belucci was instantly killed on val forces, it was announced in army
Boot and Shoe Manufacturers'
Sitting up straight in bed with his Christmas eve. when the automobile headquarter's report.
A sweeping governmental order al tional
in a bulletin telegraphed eyes staring, Catarino
One Turkish cruiser sunk and one
Franco, a na in which he was riding was wrecked
most completely stopping the wheels Association
oí Industry east of the Mississippi riv to them from New York by John S. tive of Mexico but of Indian origin, in an accident. Mrs. Belucci, some beached and two British monitors
who bad lived in Cloudcroft for many time ago, was killed when an oil can sunk in battle at entrance to Dardaperiod, beginning Kent, president.
er for a five-daLate Friday the fuel administration years; was found dead by neighbors. exploded when she was building a fire. nelles.
Friday morning, Jan. 18, was Issued
British repulse German raid south
by Fuel Administrator Garfield at the announced that a large number of The coroner's Jury returned a verdict This left Belucci with three children,
east of Gralncourt and take prison
two of whom subsequently died.
direction of the President. Fuel Ad- plants about a thousand in all do of natural death.
ers in own raid on Germans east of
ministrator Garfield's statement in ex- ing war work, had been exempted from
Held to the federal grand Jury at
Harglcourt. British bring down eight
planation of bis order follows: "The the fuel restriction order. Practical Santa Fe under $750 bond, James C.
Uttered False Checks Alleged.
mamost urgent thing to be done is to ly all the principal industrial plants Lucas Is not only charged with selling
East Last Vegas. Fred Frecke of enemy airplanes. Four British
send to the American forces abroad of the country are on the list in one liquor to United States soldiers in Toledo, O., has been arrested here by chines are missing.
French repulse raid near Loivre and
and to the allies the food and war sup- way or another. The ruling Insures uniform, but it is said it was dena Sheriff Lorenzo Delgado on the replies which they vitally need. War's work for hundreds of thousands of tured alcohol which he sold, the vil quest of officers in Hlllsboro, who say French patrols take prisoners north
munitions, food, manufactured articles men.
lainous stuff being known as "white he is wanted for uttering false checks. of St Mlhlel. Six German airplanes
of every description are lying in AtAt Chicago it was estimated that mule" in the parlance of the camp.
Frecke does not admit he is the man destroyed by the French and two
raids repulsed by them.
lantic ports in tens of thousands of Fuel Administrator Garfield's order
The Albuquerque papera state that wanted, but answers the description.
Artillery is active on both Italian
tons, where literally hundreds of closing all industries east of the Mis
ships, loaded with war goods for our slslppi for five days and decreeing Col. D. K. B. Sellers, receiver for the Man Hit With Club Dies on Train. and western fronts at many pointB.
Dominion Construction Company, will
men and the allies cannot take the Mondays as holidays will make
Santa Fe. A man named Donley,
Murderer Sentenced to Die.
seas because their bunkers are empty
men
working
and women tem bid on the Albuquerque Eastern when who was
struck over the head with a
Chicago. Edward Wheed, convicted
road
is
that
offered
at public sale
of coal. The coal to send them on porarily idle. Millions of dollars in
club on Christmas Day, died on an A. pay roll robber, recently convicted of
their way is waiting behind congested wages will be lost by the edict, one Feb. 5, following the auctioning of the T.
ft S. F. train as the result of his murder, was sentenced to death by
New
Central,
Mexico
is
it
freight that has jammed all termi- of the most sweeping in the nation's
declared injuries,
being on the way to a hos- hanging Feb. 15.
bring
the
will
road
a bid of $100,000.
nals."
history.
pital for treatment.
quarter
the
For
ending
Dec. 81,
Fifteen labor officials, representing
Germany and Pope Benedict, Seú
Coal Miners Ban Strikes During War.
ator Lewis of Illinois declared, both 100,000 employés of the Chicago stock 1917, the amount of business done
Babes Burned to Death In Shed.
Indianapolis, Ind. After two days
money
arough
the
order
department
are planning new, early peace move- yards, went to Washington from Chi
Albuquerque.
Their hands clasped of stirring debate, the United Mine
f the Demlng postoffice was
cago to urge upon President Wilson
ments.
which compares with $23,000 together as though' they had been Workers of America milennial conAuthority to call into the United seizure of all packing plants in the for the same period
in prayer when death
vention by an overwhelming vote rat
last year. The them, the bodies ot Ismaelovertook
Arm-ijStates service Philippine military or- United States and their operation
ified the Washington agreement of
stamp
sales
for
the same period
government
control.
aged
four, and his sister, Oct. 6, which grants substantial wage
ganizations is given the President in
The week of February 11 to 17 will amounted to $65,888.86.
Marie, a year younger, were found in advances to bituminous
a House bill passed by the Senate and
coal miners,
Land
The
Palomas
and
Cattle
Com the ruins of a burned shed on their
be observed as father and son week
cent to the White House.
and provides penalties for violation ot
throughout the nation.
Churches, pany, a California company, has been father's ranch north of Albuquerque.
contracts. The agreement became ef
Fuel Administrator Garfield issuea fraternal orders, schools and other or- granted permission to operate in New
fective Nov. 1 last, and remains in
a statement reminding the public that ganizations are planning to take part Mexico by the State Corporation ComGovernor's Wife on Visit.
force until April 1, 1920, unless the
while the fuel restriction order was in this national attempt to emphasize mission. The authorized capitalizaSanta Fe. Mrs. W. E. Llndsey has
drastic, war was drastic and the order the imperativeness and real comrade- tion is $3.000,100, of which amount gone to Denver for a visit ot several war ends before that date, in which
event it automatically terminates.
$1.300,000 is subscribed.
vas a necessary war measure.
shin between fattier and son.
weeks.

arrest had been ordered
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It weakens
you and dis- -

friends. It
offers a prepared ground
for dangerous diseases.
It will not get well by

itself, but many thousands of just such cases
have yielded to

PERUNA
years
which for forty-fiv- e
has been the household's
standby in catarrh and
debility during convalescence from grip.
Experience has taught
a great number that Peruna Is
a reliable tonic that aids the
membranes in recovering from
inflammatory conditions, regulates the appetite and clears eway
the waste. At your druggists.

THE PERUNA COMPANY
Columbut, Obi
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Dorothy not only liked her tea and
coffee to have the appearance of being
"real and truly," but she also liked to
taste the flavor ot each. One after
noon hit muuier luon ner 10 a menu a
home, where tea was served at five
o'clock. The hostess gave Dorothy
what she usually gave her own children hot water, sugar and milk. Dorothy tasted hers politely and ate her
little enkes.
"Why? Dorothy, you aren't drinking
your tea! Isn't, it sweet enough?"
asked the hostess.
.
"Tes, It's sweet enough," replied
the-rhlld-

"Then why aren't you taking itV
"It's too dull," she replied.
Elsie Had the Idea, Anyhow.
Elsie came home from school before
the holiday with her little nose tilted
at an angle that her mother recognized
Immediately was to "register" deep,
irreconcilable scorn. Her mother of
course asked the questions that would
bring forth an explanation.
"Oh, it's Hilda ; believe me, I'm not
going to play with her any more," said
the flffcrlevpri nne.
"Why, I thought Hilda was one of
your best friends. What has she done
to you?"

"She hasn't done anything. It's her
father. He was born in Germany and
he's never taken out his civilization papers."
Proper Place.
"Pop, where are they going to put
the bulls they are driving on the ship?"
"In the steerage, my son."

.
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. . HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preperMtou e( nrrlt,
fi.lpa to eradloefce dendrnC

aere is no purer

ormorehealthitil

food for children

than

GmpeNuts
Its natural sweet
ness appeases the

child's appetite fori

added sugar, and
thequanityofmilk
or cream needed
is about half that

required for the
ominaor cereal.
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Lobert always believed he was born
He served In the
In Germany.
erican
war. He used his honor-able discharge papers whenever he
was questioned at a polling place on
Getting
11
election day. Last week he went to a
From Suffering. by
. mm
office to join the unueu
get
we'll
along
sure
recruiting
just
as
darned
to
Him
Newspaper Article Leads
Her Lydia E. Tinkñam'
well.'
States Guards and was rejected beSeek Admittance to West
cause he was a German citizen.
General Fond of Gardening.
Vegetable Compound.
boys at the university got a
wrote to his sister and received
He
"The
"i
Point.
surprise the first day Pershing drilled word from her that he was born In
For many months
Pittsburgh,
BAKER
tberrJ," said Mr. Best "It had been Brazil while his mother was on a trip.
SECRETARY
was not able to do my work owing to
WILL
ASSIST.
BMknMi which
their habit before that timo to come to She had kept It a secret through pride
caused backache
SISTCR TELLS OF EiS YOUTH drill with shoes blackened or not, just In Germany, but on her deathbed hadn
jiniiurfuujj
and headaches. A
as they pleased. When Pershing took related It to her duughter, on comu-tloWhen it became necessary to con
friend called my
broth
Maj.
to
her
It
thing
be
reveal
looked at was
hold the first
fer with Secretary of War Baker,
that she not
attention to one of
Benedict Crowell was obliged to put on
Kept Appointment to Academy Secret to see that all shoes were well blacked er.
your newspaper
and that the heels looked as good as
bis overcoat and cap and step across
advertisements and
From Family Head of Expeditionthe toes. He was just that thoroughimmediately my
the street in Washington to the stnte,
ary Force Wat of Quiet, Serloue
husband bought
he
going In everything all the time. lie
now
building.
navy
But
war
and
&
Temperament ae Boy.
ARMY AND NAVY PASS UP
three bottles of
was Al In every way, and you can ask
has taken his typewriter from the
Lydia E. Pinkham'a
anyone who knew him If that Isn't the
GINGER
OF
assistant
POUNDS
Mills building to the office of
97
Vegetable ComLincoln, Neb. It was a newspaper gospel truth."
secretary
war.
of
pound for me.
article which diverted John J. Fershlng
Odd as It may seem In a fighting
Portland, Ore. "I'm going io jr
President Wilson has appointed
f After taking two
k
from hU purpose to become a school- man. General Pershing's one fad, acgo
to
5 Major Crowell to help the secretary of
tattles I felt fine
France to fight, if I have
teacher and started him upon the mili- cording to his sisters, Is gardening.
and my troubles caused by that weak- by myself," says Lloyd Banks,
war as assistant secretary with some
tary career which led to his appoint- Ills father was an expert gardener.
twenty years old, five feet tall
of the difficulties and Intricate prob
ment as general In the United States and the taste descended to the mili
who suffer as I did should try Lydia b.
pounds.
97
weighing
and
lems connected with carrying on ana
American
army and commander of the
tary man. Whenever he was on leave
Finkbam'f. vegeiawe vrnpounu.
army
ana
to
applied
an
is
Banks
Crowell
Major
winning
war.
the
Mm. 3ifL ROHRBERO. 620 KnaPD St.
expeditionary force In France. The he Immediately would don working
jf
San
In
stations
recruiting
navy
showed
snalneer by profession and first
N. 8., Pittsburgh, Pa.
story Is told by General Pershing's sis- clothes and so Into his father's garden
was
de
war
Francisco when
bis merit by his expert advice to the
ters, Mrs. Butler and Miss May Per- seemingly enjoying the work over the
weakness, as indicated by displacements,
clared. Owing to his small stageneral munitions board, especially
shing, who are residents of Lincoln.
vegetables as much as he enjoyed so
Intlammauon, Ulceration, irreguinriue,
ture ho was rejected. Leaving
concerning steel production Immediate
'
It was while General Pershing and cial activities.
backache, headaches, nervousness or
S &
Francisco, he tried to enSan
ly
national
of
the
formation
the
after
were
at
Butler,
Mrs.
now
ulster,
hi
"the blues," should accept Mrs. Rohr-berg-'s.
to
route
en
cities
In
other
list
Washington.
l
It
defense
council
of
tending the Missouri State Normal
suggestion and give Lydia
Portland. After many rejecwas In the engineer corps tnat ne was
ham's Vegetable Compound
school at Klrksvllle, Mo., that his at DEATHBED TALE AIDS ALIEN
Pink
selecII
for
the
tions he registered
p-given his commission, and later he was tnorougn uiai.
tentlon one day was called to newspa
.
tive- draft In spite of his being
For over forty years It bat been
per announcement that examinations C Lobert of St Louis Learns He Wat
P1BCU 111 CUUrKB VK HID liooiuuii.-"...
only twenty years old. But his
correcting such ailments. Jf you have
office of the Panama canal. Major uroweu is a man iuoruu8mj uo,
Born In Brazil, Not Qr- were to be held for appointment to the
too, came
mysterious complications write for
number was so far down In the
many.
technical matters pertaining to the munitions situation, and as he,
West Point Military academy. Young
will work mAvirn ta Lvdia. E. Plnkham Medicine
posno
was
assistant
secretary
and
his
found
there
he
list
believed
that
IS
the
O.,
It
Cleveland,
as
Pershing asked his sister's advice
from
Co., Lynn, Mass.
'' ' '
sibility of being called.
In closest harmony. '
to whether he should try for the ap
St Louis. A deathbed secret just
B.
Vancouver,
to
went
He
TmVt Car pf Yonr Hotmi!
pointment and she advised him to do disclosed to Charles Lobert of St
do u muuto M
Noiblnf IM
and tried to enter the Canadian
so. Then followed a short season of Louis bv his sister. Miss Emma Lobert
toep Uim in flM eomlltloo M
sucno
met
BobarU'
I)Tld
with
but
service,
Ir.
Intensive study In preparation.
of Saginaw. Mich., reveals to him he
SPRECKELS, THE SUGAR MAN
PHYSIC BALL and
cess. He Is now trying to enIn a few days he was called before was not born In Germany, as he has
'TUT'
HORSE TONIC make
list In the aviation corp. Banks
the examining board and, although Im- believed, and consequently la not an
a
oik rrery thru month
father
and
his
two
brothers
has
ptB.Mvo
properly prepared, received the high- alien enemy. Neither does he have to
limn
Claus A. Spreckels, president of
VcKrtaarlaa
Hoax
(he
frKiiral
Read
service.
In
the
est mark among the contestants and ask for naturalization papers or a zone
Hr trm hk!rt m tantea la 11
the "Federal Sugar Refining company,
aoon afterward was notified of his ap- permit
who. In the recent investigation into lr. (MM Wtrtt' lit 6a, 100 ífK ánttt.
'
pointment Up to this time his action
the sugar and coal shortage made
had been a secret between his sister
Who Would Not?
KtnrHlncr accusations against the gov
and himself and It remained so until
Bacon Which do you - enjoy the
ernment's food administration, and
he was ready to start for West Point
who in turn was accused by Mr. Hoover most, the day or the night time?
Assumed Responsibility Early.
Egbert Well, you see, on one siue
ns heinir a foe to the food rule, is one
As a boy General Pershing, his sisthe of my house Is a shop where the test
sugar
in
mn
of
the
ters say, was of a quiet, serious tern- - German Says It Is More Exciting Think I'll try to get acquainted with
country. He was born in San Francisco boilers all day, aud on the other side
' perament assuming, as the oldest of
him.' Then he laughed.
nf German ancestry. His fa lives a man who is testing his violin
in
Sub-'
Running
a
you
saw
Than
gasped.
there,'
'I
I
six children, many of the responsibilias the "Sugar King," had nearly all night. Come to think of it
known
ther.
you
did.' said he. 1 sat
'I know
ties of the family.
marine.
California Sugar re I think I enjoy the day time more.
the
established
at the next table to you In Clro's, be
"John," Mrs. Butler said, "although
and it was
Francisco,
San
finery in
hind the pillar, and heard you tell
f a quiet disposition, liked a good
'
at sevenwork
to
went
Cutlcura Stops Itching.
he
where
here,
I
about seeing me. Naughty, naughty
time and enjoyed fun as much as anyhis The Sonp to. cleanse and Ointment to
had
Spreckels
young
teen,
that
the
one. Tet when he started anything he NET IS SPREAD EVERYWHERE And so you' tried to get your old pal
opportunity to study all phases of the soothe and heal most forms of itching,
pinched 1
wanted to get the result, and he gensugar business. In 1892, after he had burning skin and scalp affections.
The German told mv Amprlrnn
erally attained that object before he
Berved as secretary of all the Spreckels Ideal for toilet use. For free samplea
American Tells Some Anecdotes Show friend that he had been In and out of
gave it up."
mmnnnies' he was transferred to Phil address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston."
Spy
.
Paris ever since the war began. He
ing the Extent of the German
After having been graduated from
adelphia as vice president and general Sold by druggists and by mall. Soap
found It much more Interesting than
System Experience of AmerWest Point and having served with
manager of the Spreckels Sugar
25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
1
fl
he
was
running
said.
There
General Miles In a campaign In New
ican Girl In Lelpslc.
comnonv. which had been estab
enough
a danger, he admitted, but just
Mexico against the Indian chief GeNatural Supposition.
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LARGE INCREASE IN CRIME
"Crimes against property have in
Leaps Since
creased steadily since the United
America Entered War.
States entered the war, and the rea

Takes

Amazing

son may be found directly in the ecoNumber of Complaints Throughout nomic conditions which have been
Country Increases 20 Per Cent
brought about by the war. Crimes of
In Six Months.
violence, except robbery, have tended
to decrease, but the decrease is to be
Since the United States attributed not so much to gangs and
, New York.
entered the war the crime percentages the imprisonment of the gangsters who
in practically every city In the councity."
try have taken amazing leaps. The -formerly afflicted New York
Commissioner Woods, District
Like
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number
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rious detective headquarters through- Attorney Swann holds that the
are economic, due
out the land for the last six months of increased crime
'
was 20 per cent higher than during the to the war.
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Pitchforks and 8hovels Replace Firearms in Equipment of Oklahoma Sheriffs.

Tulsa, Okla. The day of the
the Winchester and the Colt
is passing In this' state. Recently pitchforks and shovels were added to the
equipment of the office of the sheriff
of this county.
The new equipments are to be used
In the unearthing of illicit liquor
Recently these instruments
traffic.
load of
unearthed an automobile
liquor on a farm north of the city.
Wild Geese Break Glass.
Two Rivers, Wis. During a severe
storm that swept over Lake Michigan
a large number of wild geese were
sighted. The largest flock was seen at
Twin River Point lighthouse. The
flock consisted of more than 300 geese.
The geese were confused by the flash
of the light and Jroke the tower glass,
inch thick. One of the geese
f
killed in the Impact with the tower
glass weighed over five nounda.
one-hal-

Theodore William Richards, presi-- 1
dent of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, was born
in Germantówn, Pa., on January 81,
1868, and Is the son of William T. Richards, a famous American painter "of
marine and landscapes, and Anna Mat-lac- k
Richards, well known for her poetical writings.
and
Scientific societies
abroad have honored him with elec-

PASSING

f:

at-ho-

tions. In the United States he is a
member pf the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences (1891), the American Philosophical society (1903) and
since 1899 of the National Academy of
Sciences. In 1914 he served the American Chemical society as Its president,
also he is an honorary member of the

Chemists club of New York city.
Among his honors abroad are foreign
membership in the London Chemical
oclety (1908) and honorary or
membership in the Royal In
stitute of Great Britain (1900), the Royal Academy of Sweden (1907), and the
Royal Berlin Academy of Sciences (1909). His membership in the American
association is of comparatively recent date; for he joined It only at its Boston
meetmeeting In 1898, and a year later was made a fellow. At the New York
ing last year bis eminence in the domain of chemistry easily made him a
worthy candidate for recognition and the association gladly conferred on him
the greatest honor in its gift From the Scientific American.
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and I sometimes felt aa
if I waa being atrangled.
The kidney secretions
were scanty and contained a thick sediRr. Ralos
ment.
"No one can inunnna how f suffered.
I finally went to the hospital, but when
an operation waa suggested I would
not consent and chibo homo.
"I heard how Doaa's Kidney Pills
had helped others, so I discarded all
the other medicines and started tak
ing them. The second day I began
to improve and as I continued, my
back stopped paining and the swelling
went down. The other kidney troubles left, too, and I was soon as well
as ever."
Sworn to before me,
Philip Schmitz, Notary Publio.
Gat Doaa's at Ajr Stoea, 60s a Boa
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The rcommitteeon public riiitonnaoj"
has made the following translation of
an article appearing in the Bremer
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SIGNAL CORPS

ILL BE ACCEPTED, ALTHOUGH
REGISTERED, IF QUALIFIED
ALONG CERTAIN LINES.

BOOKS

FOR

OUR

FIGHTERS

Than Half a Million Already
Furnished Soldiers and Sailor by
American
Library Association
What the Hat Cord Denote.

Mor

KTrom Commltttee on Public Information.)

Washington. Mea qualified along
Certain lines, although registered
the selective-servic- e
law, may bo
inducted Into the luud division of the
' .Signal Corps,
which la In need of men
gor the following duties:
Ijf Chauffeurs,
motorcycle drivers, and
engine repairmen for duty In field
jnd telegraph battalions; telegraphers, both wire and radio; telephone
Inen, Including switchboard operators,
telephone repairman, and men skilled
(n testing and repairing telephone
ft

un-B- er

ps

n
Jlnesj telephone and telegraph
; photographers, still and moving ;
homing-pigeomen; radio men who
(are familiar with Installing radio apparatus; men qualified as cooks,
Werks,
stenographers, blacksmiths,
meteorologists,
cobblers, cable men,
line-jpit-

fete.

Men Inducted for this division, un-eotherwise requested by the chief
klgnal officer of the army, are sent to
Fort Leavenworth, Kan.

ss

I

' More

than half a million books already have been furnished soldiers and
jkallors In training camps and In France
by the American Library Association
pv"ar Service, and the flow Is steadily
increasing, according to the director
of this work.
A campaign for funds Inaugurated
by the association last autumn netted
more than 11.500,000 and real results
the tangible shape of book's and
.comfortable libraries are being felt by
the soldiers and sailors. The Carnegie corporation give $320,000 for the
erection of Camp libraries. Nearly
'all camps now have libraries and In
jthe others the buildings are In course
of construction. The reading rooms
each accommodate 50 men.
. For the men In France the association has organized distributing sta
tions at all points of embarkation,
where books are assorted for shipment
Abroad. Soon every soldier who steps
on t transport will carry a book with
tilra, which he and his companions wilt
ead on the way across, after which It
will be forwarded to the men back of
Ihe trenches. No attempt w ill be made
to establish Hilarles In France, but
the association will have representatives' there to supervise the work of
.distribution.
'

sleeve chevrons and
bsrs, stars and eagles on the shoul-'dproclaims ranking officers, the hat
cord denotes the branch' of service
each private has entered.
' Light blue signifies Infantry; scarlet artillery; yellow, cavalry; buff,

er

corps;

scarlet

and

The army and navy commission on
training eamp activities, In addition to
the work being done In army camps
and cantonments, now has Its representatives in every training station of
the navy nnd at every place where enlisted men are preparing for sea serv-

Contractors working on orders for
the navy are required to provide
iwatchmen and devices to protect their
iplnnts and property and the work In
'progress against espionage, acts of
war and of enemy aliens. Upon request they must report the citizenship,
country of birth, or alien status of nil
employees.
'

A neeond
' Tl

The

"

training camp will be held
HIaa

,

"""' a7 a
attendance of 400
tW

!

1
LWl'lia
r " .V
will be selected
a.

"

from cltliens and residents of Porto

Vleo
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DELICIOUS CORN MUFFINS.

,,

The 16 cantonments built for the
.'training of soldiers cost $134,000,000,
.
. onl
pr"ftt ,0
wUh "
eent.
Per

lf

Berel an old fashioned recipe for
ora muffins that hai recently been
revived tod used with unusual success
to several of the larger New York hotels : To make three and bait doxea
muffins take one quart milk, six ounces
butter substitute, twelve ounces of
light syrup or honey, four eggs, pinch
of salt, two ounces baking powder,!
one and a half pounds cornmeal and
one and a half pounds rye flour. The
nutter ana syrup snouia no worougniy
mixed; then add the eggs gradually.
Pour In the milk and add the rye flour
mixed with cornmeal and baking powder.

f

,

In the meantime the nation's surplus
wheat has been sent to Europe.
Today there are approximately 30
American atocle breeders are being bushels of corn for every American.
asked to conserve their flocks and This quantity Is greater by five bush
tierda in order to meet Europe's treels than In former years.
mendous demands for meats during
Corn has become the nation's mainthe war and- - probably for many years stay in the crisis of war.
Just as tills cereal saved the first
afterward.
American colonists .from famine on
The United States food administration reports that American stock many occasions, just as It served as a
raisers have shown a disposition to staple food during the War of the Revwith the government in in- olution and during the Civil War, King
Corn has again come to the front in
creasing the nation's supply of live
the nation's battle with autocracy.
stock.
Corn meal is finding greatly IncreasGermany today is probably better ed use in the making of ordinary white
supplied with Uve stock than any othbread. Hundreds of housewives and
er European nation. When the Ger many of the larger bakers are mixing;
man armies made their big advance 20 per cent corn meal with wheat
flour to make leavened bread. This
Into France and then retreated virtually all the cattle in the invaded kind of a mixture is worked and baked
territory
approximately
1,800,000 In the same recipes and with the same
methods that apply to straight wheat
head were driven behind the German
bread.
Corn broad

lines.

But in England where 2,400,000
eres of pasture lands have been turned Into grain fields the cattle herds
are decreasing rapidly. One of the
reason
apparently is the declining
maximum price scale adopted by the
English as follows: For September.
f 17.76 per 100 pounds ; October, f 17.28 ;
November'and December, $16.08; Jan-lar$14.40. The effect of these pricea
was to drive beef animals on the market as soon as possible
In France the number of Cattle as
Well as the quality have shown an
enormous decline during the war.
Where France hnd 14,807,000 'head of
cattle in 1013, she now has only
a decrease of 10.6 per cent
And France Is today producing only
one gallon of milk compared to 'two
f
and
gallons .before the war.
Denmark and Holland ' have been
forced to sacrifice dairy herds for beef
because of the lack of necessary feed.
Close study of the European meat
situation has convinced the Food Administration that the future problem
of America lies largely in the production of meat producing animals and
dairy products rather than In the production of cereals for export when
the war will have ceased.

FACE the FACTS
is critical.

Wheat Savings They must have wheat. It is the
best food to fight on. It ia the easiest to ship. We
alone can spare it to them. By saving just a little-l- ess
than a quarter of what we ate last year we can
support those who are fighting our battles. And we
can do it without stinting ourselves. We have only
to substitute another food just as good.
The Corn of Plenty Com is that food. There's a
surplus of iti Providence has been generous in the
hour of our need. It has given us com in such bounty
as was never known before. Tons of corn. Train-load- s
of corn. Five hundred million bushels over and
above our regular needs. All we have to do is to
learn to appreciate it. Was ever patriotic dutyjnade
so easy? And so clear?
America's Own Food Corn ! It is the true American
food. The Indians, hardiest of races, lived on it.
Our forefathers adopted the diet and conquered a
continent. For a great section of our country it
has blong eeñ the staff of life. How well the South
fought on it, history tells. Now it can help America
win a world war.
Learn Something Corn! .It isn't one food. It's a
dozen. It's a cereal. It's a vegetable. It's a bread.
It's a dessert. It's nutritious ; more food value in it,
dollar for dollar, than meat or egga or most other
vegetables. It's good to eat; how good you don't
d
know until you've had
properly cooked.
"Best of all, it's plentiful and it's patriotic.
Corn's Infinite Variety How much do yoli know about
corn? About how. good it is? About the many
.delicious ways of cooking it? And what you miss
by not knowing more about it? Here are a few
of it3 uses :
There are at least fifty ways to use corn meal to
make good dishes for dinner, supper, lunch or breakfast. Here are some suggestions:

than ever before. Housewives
to renllise that every pound of
wheat saved In America means a pound
of wheat released for shipment to
with which America Is associated In tlie war.
'
There are a score of corn products-tha- t
today possess unusual Importance
for Americans. Corn syrup for sweetening corn cakes and buckwheat cakes
and for use in the kitchen Instead of
granulated sugar Is one of the leading;
products made from corn.
Corn oil, excellent for frying and for
every other purpose tilled by salad oils,
Is appearing on the market In large
quantities. It comes from the germ of
the corn.

one-hal-
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BRITISH

HOT BREADS
Boston brown bread.

DESSERTS

molasses cake.
Apple corn bread.
'
Corn-me-

Hoecake.

al

Dumplings.

Muffins.
Biscuits.

,
--

Gingerbread.
Fruit gems.

Griddle cakes.

.'.'

.

Waffles.

HEARTY DISHES
Corn-me'fish balls.
croquettes.
corn-medumplings.
Meat and
:
Tamales.
Italian polenta.
The recipes are in Farmers' Bulletin 565, "Corn
Meal as a Food and Ways of Using It," free from the
Department of Agriculture.
Cora-me-

al

al

al

.

i
LIES

MADE-IN-GERMA-

CIRCULATED IN CANADA
Canada Is also having trouble with

lies calculated
Canadian food conservation according to an official statement received from the Canadian food controller by the United States food administration.
The stories bothering Canada are
of the same general character as those
the United States food administrator recently denounced In this conn-trsuch as the ridiculous salt nnd
blueing' famine fakes nnd the report
that the government . would seize
housewives' stocks of home canned
y

GOVERNMENT

HELPS PAY FOR BREAD

y,

There has been much misunderstanding about the bread program in
England. It Is true that the Englishman buys a loaf of bread for less than
an American can, but It is poorer
bread, and the British government Is
paying ?200,000,0(K) a year toward the
cost of

goods.
The Canadian food controller estimates that when the people listen to'
end pass on quch stories, each one
has the power of destruction that Mes
In a bnttuilon of soldiers.
"Stories without even a vestige of
foundation have been scattered broadcast," said the Canadian statement.
"Nor have they come to life casually.
They have Started simultaneously In
different parts of the country and in
each instance have been calculated to
arouse public indignation.
"They arc insidious, subtle, persistent l!it by bit they dissipate public
trust, the great essential In the work
,
of food control.
"It lies with every Individual to for
bear from criticism; to refrain from
passing on the vagrant and harmful
story, and thus tlio more effectively
to
in work which is going
to mean more than the majority of
people yet realize."

it

Al the grain

-

corn-brea-

using corn meal entir-

elyIs gaining a greater popularity

y,

yet have
fought, defeat threatens. Hungry men cannot fight
at their best; nor hungry nations. France, England,
and Italy are going hungry unless we feed them.

Arrangements have been made for'
some relaxation of the restrictions on'
the export of foodstuffs to Cuba,
whose people are greatly dependent
upon the United States for their food
supply. Among the exports which may
he licensed In limited quantities ara
condensed milk, butter and cheese,
pork products, beef and beef products,
and dried fruits.

Parched cornmeal t the feature of
these excellent wheatless biscuit
First, the eorumeal one-baa cap
Is put In a shallow pan placed In the
oven and stirred frequently until It
b a delicate brown. The other Ingredients are a teaspoon of salt, a cup
of peanut bntter and one and a half
cups of water. Mix the peanut butter, water and salt and heat While
this mixture is hot stir In the meal
which should also be hot Beat thoroughly. The dough should be of such
consistency that it can be dropped
from a spoon. . Bake In small cakes
In an ungreased pun. This makes 16
h
biscuits, each of which contains
of an ounee of protein.

us face the faéts., The war situation
LETUnless
the Allies fight as they neve

'

I

ATLQN

NATION'S CRISIS.

j

r

beans, andonlons.

,

Warring Nations Have Depleted Live
Stock at Enormous Rate, Evti
Killing Dairy Cattle For Food.

r

BISCUITS.

one-ilxt-

ice.
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Europe's Meat Supply Must Come
From America.

"

America's great corn crop, exceeding 3,000,000,000 bushels, will save the
world's food situation, officials of the
United States food administration believe.
Corn Is the nation's best food cereal,
housewives are beginning to realize.
It contains all the elements needed to
keep the body in a state of health and
when used according to the scores of
tried recipes, especially when combined with an added portion of oil or
fut, will sustain life indefinitely. Indian warriors In colonial days lived on
parched corn alone for many days at a
time, and at Valley Forge parched
corn was at times the sole ration ot
the Continental soldiers.
Owing to transportation difficulties
caused by the war the. corn crop moved
more slowly to market this year than
ever before. Now, however, the cereal
is reaching the millers and consumers.

NEED BIGJIERDS

and serve ihe cause offreedom
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Surplus Wheat of the United Statea
Has Been Sent to Famine Threat-ne- d
Europe.

Ü. 8. FOOD ADMINISTRATION
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The government Is organizing sys
tems of sale of shoes to the public.
They provide for the opening of stores
In the principal Italian cities, to be
engaged exclusively In the sale of national shoes and to be controlled by
the government authorities. It la likely that buyers will have to obtain
cords.
The private shoe stores will be sup
plied with an adequate number of
Klines and will be granted a reason
able commission.

n

tries.

! ..

usejust enough

4m

i

nealihy and strong. This winter
t 1918 Is the period when Is to
be tested here In America w hether our people are capable of voluntary Individual sacrifice to
save the world. That is the purpose of the organization of the
United States Food Administration by voluntary effort to provide the food that. the world

uso morejim & beans

--

America's Greatest Cereal Crop
Is Now Moving to
Market.

eat only so
much as is
necessary to
maintain the

use more com

WHEATLESS

jwhlte, engineers' corps; orange and dances.
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The largest shoe factories In Italy
have started manufacturing the nation
al standard shoes, using leather sup-- .
plied by the ministry of Industry, commerce, and labor. The standard types
were established by the, central shoe
committee In Rome, but every factory
Is making little modifications, according to Its means and system of manu-

facturing.
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near Freiburg In Brelsgau, was
sentenced for the offense In the follow
ing terms:
'"Mrs. Clara Canter, on June 13,
1017, has removed from the common
forest of Waldklrch, Sec. I 23, one
fagot of dry flr twigs of the value of
10 pfenning.
In punishment thereof
she Is sentenced to a fine of 1 mark
and one day's Imprisonment.'
"The husband of the culprit hag been
for three years at the front, she herself has four small children to support
In the direst poverty.
Similar reports
of punishment should be reported In
greater numbers. Our bureaucracy understands how to employ this period
of shortage of wood and coal on a
large scale for the benefit of the treas-

There are 86 clubs for sailors at
camps and In adjacent cities. There
are reading and writing rooms, assembly halls, and some of the cities have
arrangements for athletics, swimming
pools, and gymnasiums.
In the 18.
camps there are given each week 92
entertainments ranging from professional performances, lectures, and exhibitions, to club nights nnd weekly

Just as the

quartermasters

"A soldier's wife who bad gathered
wood In the common forest of Wald-klrc-

In a bulletin on the employment of
women In the storage and warehousing
depots of the United States army Is
the following:
"The census of 1910 reported that of
every 100 men and boys ten years of
age and over, only 19 were not gainfully employed. This group of 19 Included old men not able to work, children too young to work, the sick and
handicapped, and men In schools and
colleges.
"Assuming that 600,000 of the number called by the selective-servic- e
law
have had some form of gainful employment, we may estimate that one out of
every 60 men In the Industries and
professions of the country has been
called Into military service, while another In every 60 has voluntarily Joined the forces of the army or navy.
Thus, about 3 per cent of the gainfully
employed men have been 5ken out of
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grown In Great Britain Is taken over by the government
at an arbitrary price and the imported
wheat purchased on the markets at
the prevailing market price. This is
turned over to the mills by the government at a price that allows the adulterated war bread loaf of four pounds
to sell at 18 cents, the two pound loaf
at 9 cents and the one pound loaf at 0
cents.
In France, under conditions some-

what similar, but with a lurger extraction, the four pound loaf sells for
16 cents.

MAKING MEATLESS
DAYS PERMANENT.
In the meatless menu there Is a fertile field for developing new and nourishing dishes, according to R. II. Nile,
writing in the Hotel Gazette, who believes that the present shortage of
meat and fats will not end with the
coming of peace, but may grow more
acute and continue for five or six
years, thus making it worth while to
develop menus of grain, . vegetables
and fish on a more or less .permanent
basis. Meat can be replaced by cereals
and other protein foods, or may be
served In very small portions as a flavoring for other food. In making up
meatless menus this author finds our
American Creole and southern cuisine
a bioad field for investigation.
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THE UNITED STATES FOOD
ADMINISTRATION 8AY8:
There la no royal road to food
conservation.
We can only 'ac- compliih this by the voluntary
action of our whole people, each
element in proportion to its means.
It" ia a matter of equality of burden; a matter of minute saving
and substitution at every point In
the 20,000,000 kitchens, on the
dinner tables, and In the
2,000,000

manufacturing,

whole-

sale and retail establishments of

the ountry.
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